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refaceP
With the rapid urbanization of the Pimpri Chinchwad Region it is necessary 
to have proper planning and management for the green cover in the area 
right from the initial phase of the development. According to the 74th 
Amendment Act to Constitution, under the twelfth schedule contains 18 
functions which is mandatory for any city to amend and bring in good 
practice for the upliftment and development of the city. Within the 18 
functions stated, function number 8 relates to the urban forestry, protection 
of the environment and promotion of ecological aspects. These policies 
along with the current scenario makes a perfect match for proposing a 
proposal for the Pimpri Chinchwad city. Since the city is developing and 
partly developed it is vital to bring about the urban environmental policy 
right in the place for implementation.  

This report is formed on the basis of the exhaustive research and 
understanding of the present context that is the green cover and the urban 
fabric of the Pimpri Chinchwad Region in align to the future proposals for the 
green cover. The report suggest in landscape guidelines which are a part of 
the urban environment planning and management for all the phases of the 
development. The purpose of the report is to identify and restore the causes 
of the negative impact on water bodies with support from people and 
officials.  

This report can be used as reference to understand the current scenario of 
Pimpri Chinchwad region and the other Indian cities with respect to the 
green cover, the scenario of the Pimpri Chinchwad region as a whole on the 
regional basis and with each individual ward development. Report suggest 
the planting material, mostly native, which is apt for the Pimpri Chinchwad 
region, along with the various landscape guidelines which is applicable to 
each ward and on Pimpri Chinchwad as a whole region. So the levels of 
understanding is right  from the individual level to the city level along with 
the support of Government, Non Government Organization, educational 
institutes, individuals as well. 

The report guidelines can be applicable once the ownership of the land is 
clear in the region the applicability is more appropriate to work on at the 
regional level to the city level. The effect of the guidelines can mature as and 
when the green develops. The effectiveness of the urban forestry plan can 
sustain more if it is been introduced in the institutional level.   
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CHAPTER 1



rban environmental planning and managementU
Urbanization in India:

Introduction:

A report from the U.N. projects that by midcentury nearly 69 percent of the 
earth's population will live in cities. This coming shift will mandate vast 
changes to urban infrastructures across the world, including increased 
access to quality open green spaces. Rapid urban expansion has had a 
significant impact on green space structure. A wide variety of modeling 
approaches have been tested to simulate urban expansion; however, the 
effectiveness of simulations of the spatial structure of urban expansion 
remains unexplored.  The use of integrated simulation modeling and 
landscape ecology analytics supplies significant insights into the evolution 
of the spatial structure of urban expansion and identifies constraints and 
informs intervention for spatial planning and policies in cities. 

Globally, urban expansion has increased over recent decades (Cohen, 
2006). This is expected to continue as urban areas are expected to absorb 
most of the global population growth in the upcoming decades (United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs UNDESA, 2012). Cities 
have grown rapidly in size and density (Turrini and Knop, 2015) and in 
some developing countries, cities have tripled in size (Seto et al., 2012), 
often denominated rapid urban expansion. In Southeast Asia, the urban 
expansion rate is 2.8% higher when compared to many urbanized regions 
of the world (Cohen, 2006; United Nations Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs UNDESA, 2012). As a consequence, urban green space has 
come under increasing pressure during the urbanization process and this 
negatively affects ecosystem services, cultural associations, psychological 
well-being and the health of urban dwellers (Tian et al., 2011). The 
conversion of green spaces into the built-up areas has become one of the 
major reasons for habitat destruction worldwide (Turrini and Knop, 2015) 
and therefore, if some of this green space can be retained, protected or 
reclaimed, then it becomes important to monitor and understand the 
changes in spatial complexity of an urban ecosystem as rapid urban 
expansion occurs.

Urbanization is taking place at a faster rate in India. Population residing in 
urban areas in India, according to 1901 census, was 11.4%. This count 
increased to 28.53% according to 2001 census, and crossing 30% as per 
2011 census, standing at 31.16%. According to a survey by UN State of the 
World Population report in 2007, by 2030, 40.76% of country's population 
is expected to reside in urban areas. As per World Bank, India, along with 
China, Indonesia, Nigeria and the United States, will lead the world’s urban 
population surge by 2050. 
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Urban dynamics, planned or unplanned, can cause changes to the structure, shape and 
functions of built and non-built areas (Madureira et al., 2011). In India, the relatively weak 
structure of urban policy poses challenges for the adoption of appropriate urban 
management strategies. Uncoordinated master planning strategies often lack information 
on the past, present and future changes to the urban and green space structure. The 
current scenario needs to have analyses the past, the present resources and the future 
needs. 

It is also important to understand the urban fabric in detail and study the existing 
parameters in terms of open spaces and the built form sprawl across the city. The city also 
needs to understand the city limit boundaries and also the open green space ratio for any 
further development. With the urbanization pattern is it interesting to understand the 
spatial pattern of the growth and also how it is affecting the open space scenario in the city. 
Considering an analysis of such studies defining the growth associated to the shape, form 
and spatial distribution of the open green spaces gap analysis solution can be provided. As 
the landscape becomes more urbanized, the resulting fragmentation affects landscape 
structure and decreases the landscape connectivity on the larger scale of the city. 
Consequently, green spaces become isolated by a matrix composed of the buildings and 
streets, limiting the distribution and the connectivity of the open green spaces in terms of 
linkage. Spatial metrics quantify and interpret the changing spatial urban characteristics 
and patterns based on the characterization of spatial pattern (size, density, shape, 
distance of patches) due to the fragmentation of the green space. They are effectively 
indicators (Uuemaa et al., 2013), describing the changes in shape complexity and variety 
due processes of urban compaction, aggregation, dispersion and isolation. 

Scale:  
The open green spaces should be considered on the larger scale and not in pockets with 
the built form ratio. The city of Pimpri Chinchwad is 181 square kilometer and has mixed 
categories of land use and variety in the land use space. The built form consists of all the 
infrastructure which is residential, commercial, industrial, paved area, medical facilities, 
institutional area, street scape. Being the second twin city to Pune the Pimpri Chinchwad is 
growing rapidly in terms of urban development. Since it's a developing city, the probability 
of increasing the green cover is on a higher prospect, by considering proper and 
mandatory landscape guidelines where ever necessary. 

Causes of Urbanization

The main causes of urbanization in India are as listed below: 

Ÿ  Expansion in government services, as a result of the Second World War
Ÿ  Migration of individual for better living and employment
Ÿ  The Industrial Revolution
Ÿ  Eleventh five year plan that aimed at urbanization for the economic development of 

India
Ÿ  Economic opportunities and better prospects
Ÿ  Infrastructure facilities and modern amenities available in the urban areas
Ÿ  Growth of the private sector development after 1990
Ÿ  Growth of employment in cities is attracting people from rural areas as well as smaller 

cities to large towns and town hubs. According to McKinsey India’s urban population will 
grow upto 340 million in 2008 to 590 million in 2030.

Ÿ Therefore, it is being driven by economic compulsions where people move out for 
economic advancements to areas offering better job opportunities.

Ÿ It is also driven by land fragmentation, villages being erased due to roads and highway 
constructions, dam constructions and other infrastructure activities.  
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Urban environmental planning

City managers and developers play a critical role in ensuring that urban areas are able to 
function sustainably. Since resources are finite, addressing environmental issues 
insufficiently has severe consequences: health hazards, loss of bio-diversity, and 
ultimately, a lower quality of life. The poorest cities and the weakest strata of the urban 
population are likely to suffer the most from those impacts. A few cities are able to 
maximize benefits to their residents while reducing the impact on the environment. The 
majority, however, face a growing challenge to effectively govern, plan, develop 
infrastructure and support the rapidly growing population and urbanization of their 
communities. 

Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  is developing at a faster pace of urbanization 
hence representing the opportunities to build more economical, sustainable, innovative 
and equitable towns. Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  offers varied strategies for 
the decision makers to introduce measures that can spur inclusive economimc growth and 
reduce poverty, while ensuring sustainable levels of consumption and production in order 
to reduce the load of the green system of the city. Some of the proactive measures city 
leaders can take to help to improve resource efficiency and reduce negative environmental 
impacts include:

Ÿ Main streaming environmental priorities into city-level and local development plans, in 
particular through City Development Strategies that work to reconcile urban economic 
growth with better resource efficiency;

Ÿ Incorporating emerging ideas about the green urban economy, which show how density 
can generate environmental and social opportunities, including through green urban 
infrastructure;

Ÿ Integrating greenhouse gas emissions reduction strategies in urban planning and 
management, which can reduce the impact that cities have on the global environment 
while improving the quality of life for urban residents;

Ÿ Creating “green jobs”;
Ÿ Undertaking environmental rehabilitation projects that can enhance ecosystem 

services, improving the quality of the environment while reducing costs of remedial air 
and water treatment;

Ÿ Expanding access to energy through greening energy supplies, which can provide 
electricity to households that were previously reliant on wood or kerosene;

Ÿ Underpinning each of these strategies with strong political support and commitment.

Since some parts of the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  are under development, 
efficient planning at the right stage considering the proposed urban fabric ,natural 
resources and a seamless integration of both is important at each individual level of the 
development. The  major parameters which work in close collaboration are the  following 
mentioned below: 
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Benefits of Urban Planning and Management 

One of the major element of the Urban planning is the environmental planning and its 
maintenance. Environmental planning is the process of facilitating decision making to 
carry out land development with the consideration given to the natural environment, 
social, political, economic and governance factors and provides a holistic framework to 
achieve sustainable outcomes. In order for any city to develop and to mature in a 
sustainable way it is necessary to consider all the layers of the environment and the build 
form to create a proposal for the future development. Urban environmental planning 
needs a detail analysis of the existing green cover and a management plan to enhance it 
even further in consideration to the existing scenario and the future proposals. 

Urban forestry is the art, science and technology of managing trees and forest resources in 
and around urban community ecosystems for physiological, sociological, economic and 
aesthetic benefits trees provide for society. Urban parks, gardens and natural landscapes 
are better known for their non-market or intangible benefits than market or tangible 
benefits e.g. the flow value of annual output of forest ecosystem goods and services. The 
urban green cover of the city is inclusive of the parks, gardens, agricultural lands, peri 
urban development, streetscape/ avenue plantation. 
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Urban forestry in India

New Delhi, the capital city of India, has grown to be one  of the greenest capitals in the 
world due to the consistent emphasis to grow more trees and strict monitoring of tree 
cutting permissions. This has been possible despite the infrastructure projects which have 
come up due to the demands of the Commonwealth Games 2010. At present, about 20 % 
of Delhi’s geographical area is under green cover, making per capita green space 

2availability to around 22 m  .Besides department of Environment and Forests of National 
Capital Territory (NCT) Delhi, there are many agencies working for “Green Capital” mission 
e.g. Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD), New Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) and Delhi 
Development Authority (DDA). Recently, the Parks & Garden society has been set up to 
coordinate the greening activities in Delhi. The city has some well maintained parks and 
gardens like Lodhi Garden, Mughal Garden, Deer Park, Budha Jayanti Samarak Park, 
Indraprashtha Park and The Garden of Five Senses. Department of Environment and 
Forests of NCT, Delhi has been mainly responsible for increasing the green cover of the city 
from 30 km2 to 300 km2 during last 10 years, despite of acute biotic pressure.

      

 

Gandhinagar and Chandigarh are the cities which have been established after India’s 
independence, with integration of urban greenery in their City Master plans. Total area of 

2the Gandhinagar capital project of Gujarat state is around 57 km . By the year 2005, tree 
2cover of the city was 57.13% of the total geographical area amounting to 32.56 km . 

Population of the city was around 0.2 million in 2001, resulting in per capita green space 
2availability to more than 160 m . Remote sensing satellite imageries were utilized by 

Gujarat state government for assessing changes in tree cover of the city between 1979 to 
2005. However, varieties of tree species in the city are on a lower side in comparison to 
Bangalore and Chandigarh. Semi arid climatic condition, perhaps, is the major reason for 
this situation. Chandigarh city was built as a replacement of Lahore city, the capital of 
undivided Punjab which went to Pakistan during 1947. The city has more than 35% of its 
geographical area under forest and tree cover, making it one of the greenest cities of 
India.Population of the city was 0.9 million in 2001, making per capita availability of green 

2space around 55 m . 
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Besides department of Environment and Forests, other agencies involved in tree 
plantation, parks/gardens creation and maintenance are Municipal Corporation of 
Chandigarh, Horticulture division of Engineering department, Chandigarh administration 
and Central Public Works Department. Important parks/gardens are Rose Garden, 
Bougainvillea Garden, Garden of Fragrance, Shanti Kunj, Hibiscus Garden, Botanical 
Garden and Leisure Valley.

Bangalore city is known as the Garden City of India due to the large number of parks and 
private gardens, roadside & avenue trees and the magnificent Lalbagh & Cubbon Park. 
The city has around 705 parks spread across the city in the form of small and medium 
sized parks as well as large parks. Besides these regular parks, there are around 200 
open spaces and green areas, which are waiting to be developed as parks and are without 
any kind of infrastructure and are basically community amenity sites earmarked for 
development of community infrastructure such as parks and gardens. Estimated crown 
cover of the city is about 19.9 % of the geographical area. This amounts to per capita 

2green space availability to around 17 m . However, according to the Karnataka State 
Remote Sensing Applications Centre, the total area under vegetation used to be around 
12 % in 2000-01 but is drastically reduced now. If this is the situation then per capita 
green space availability in the city would further decrease.

From the global perspective, although there are wide variations both in coverage as well 
as per capita availability of green spaces, cities renowned for their urban green spaces 

2often has 20 to 40 % coverage of total geographical area and 25 to 100 m  urban green 
space per capita. In Jaipur city, as per the existing land use analysis the area under park 

2and open space is around 5.43 km  for a population of 2.32 million, making per capita 
2  availability of green space about 2.30 m . This is very low as per World Health 

2Organization norms of 9.0 m  green open space per city dweller.

Indian cities per capita Green space 

Source: http://www.censusindia/gov.in/

City Popula�on in 
million (Census 
2001)

Forest and tree 
cover (km 2)

Per capita green 
space (m2/ 
inhabitant)

Gandhinagar 0.20 32.56 162.80

Chandigarh 0.90 49.00 54.45

Delhi 13.80 297.00 21.52

Bangalore 5.60 97.00 17.32

Jaipur 2.32 5.43 2.30
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Urban forestry for Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 

With the current scenario of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation , it is essential to 
consider the urban forestry plan as the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation . the city is 
under developing and also for the area which are developed a proper plan for the execution 
as well as management should be the vision of the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation . In order to understand the needs of the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  it is essential to understand the following mentioned  layer in details:

1. Existing urban fabric 
2. Existing canopy cover 
3. Proposed development plans both built and green 

The methodology of the approach to develop the Urban Forestry Master Plan is based on 
the following criteria:

Ÿ Define: Is to clearly understand the vision of the Pimpri 
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation   and its future vision for 
development. This is in detail understanding of the built as well as 
the green spaces and to propose the conceptual layer 
understanding.

Ÿ Measure: It is to understand the extends of the vision and the 
layers in more depth in order to bring in more clarity to the 
conceptual understanding

Ÿ  Analyze: It is the step whereby each layer is studied in depth and 
analyzed to bring something to the proposal stage. This is the 
most crucial step to propose the Urban Forestry Master Plan for 
Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation . This step needs more 
time frame to understand the needs and built in the proposal 
accordingly. 

Ÿ Improve: This step is important for understanding the 
improvement scope in the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  area and to fill in the gaps by conducting a careful 
analysis on the gaps observed. This is also beneficial to bring in 
improvement scope by appropriate proposals to the Pimpri 
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  for bringing the change by 
which the Urban Forestry Plan would be more effective and 
sustainable. 

Ÿ Control: This step is important at the later stages of the 
development whereby the execution is already been taken place. 
Some control  measures can be taken in the initial stages to 
reduce the impact of the rapid urbanization by proper planning 
and management. 
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Aim and Objective 

The aim and the objective to propose a Urban forestry plan is to provide in the practical 
approach for the protection of the existing environment and to suggest in sensible 
guidelines which can be implemented in all the area of the development irrespective of the 
stages of the development. The guidelines provided are on the basis of the macro and the 
micro scale considering the need of the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  as a 
region in whole and if specific to the certain areas of the development is required. The plan 
will not only provide in the guidelines for the development phase but also for its operation 
and more aptly for the maintenance for the same. The Urban Forestry Master Plan is 
proposed by in depth analysis of the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area for all 
the layers of the environment and climatic conditions. Plan proposes a series of 
management prescriptions aimed at producing robust systems where appropriate trees 
would be suggested at the appropriate areas by understanding the context of the 
surrounding. 

Trees which are planted in the urban fabric needs a better understanding and 
management as compared to the rest of the planted areas in general. The selection of the 
species for the same purpose is also essential as the trees present in the dense urban 
fabrics are subjected to more stress (For example: soil compaction, air and water 
pollution, heat island effect,  vandalism). Also the trees present in the urban areas are 
more vulnerable to the pest and disease attack. Hence the maintenance for the same is 
also a critical point which needs to be addressed as the health of the tree is also important 
for the environmental factor. The trees in the urban areas needs to be addressed 
separately a different management plan is essential. 

The Urban Forestry Master Plan needs to address the each layer of development 
separately as some issues  are very specific and the rest arer quite generic. But the 
amalgamation of all them will be able to form the basis of the forestry plan. The following 
mentioned criteria’s needs to be mandatory considered before planning of the report: 

Ÿ  The vision of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 
Ÿ  The current needs of the city
Ÿ  Existing scenario of the city with respect to the built and the open green spaces and 

their  ratio
Ÿ  The current green space and further opportunities of the development 
Ÿ  The existing Development Plan (DP plan)
Ÿ  The land-use present in the city and its distribution pattern
Ÿ  The existing species which are currently planted in the city
Ÿ  The ownership of the land under Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 
Ÿ  The initiatives which have been taken up earlier 
Ÿ  Any proposed future proposal for the further development of the city and the green 

fabric

On basis of the above mentioned criteria and its analysis a proper plan can be proposed 
which can be implemented and replicated as a module where ever if necessary. Urban 
environmental planning should be the bigger frame for Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  which covers all the aspects of the planning with the development and the 
existing environment layer that is the landscape grain of the city. Urban environmental 
planning and management is essential to identify, analyze and propose a plan which with 
time enhances the cover of the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  and so the health 
of the urban dwellers. This plan also  aims to encourage and sustain more diverse 
economic productivity, reduce the overall environmental hazards and protect the natural 
resources.  
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CHAPTER 2



impri Chinchwad at a glance P
Regional setting: 

Pimpri Chinchwad is a modern twin city, situated South-East of Mumbai 
and in the northwest quadrant of Pune. Pimpri-Chinchwad also happens 
to be the fifth-most populated city of Maharashtra and has long been 
famous for being one of the most prominent industrial destinations 
outside Mumbai.The Mumbai –Pune rail link also transverses through the 
corporation area dividing it into two halves.

The twin city (Pimpri Chinchwad) is governed by the Pimpri Chinchwad 
Municipal Corporation (PCMC). The city is located on the Deccan Plateau 
and is surrounded by hills. It is situated 530 m above the mean sea level. 
Pavna River traverses the city, while the Indrayani river flows through the 
north-western outskirts and Mula River on south side, forms a boundary 
of Pune and Pimpri Chinchwad Cities. Pimpri Chinchwad is known by 
many nomenclatures worldwide. Widely famous as Industrial Township, 
it is also recognized as Detroit of the East with the presence of many 
national and multinational automobile companies.

Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  and Pune, when viewed as a 
unified geographical unit, make up one of India's largest industrial areas. 
Pimpri Chinchwad has contributed a lot to the fact that Pune is the 
second-largest industrial city in Maharashtra after Mumbai. This fact 
alone has already spelt gold in terms of the Pune property market - but 
there's a lot more.

Facts and Figures: 

Latitude   18°37′07.04″N
Longitude   73°48′13.43″E
Altitude   530 m above mean sea level
Total area    181 Sq. Km
Population    17,29,359 (As per 2011 census)
Estimated population  20,00,000 (based on Census 2011)
Slum population   1,47,810 (As per 2011 census)
Average rainfall   722 mm
Temperature Max   43.3°C (on 30 April 1987 and 7 May 1889) Min:
    1.7°C (on 17 January 1935)
No. of ward offices  4
No. of wards   64
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History of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  

Pimpri Chinchwad is known by many nomenclatures worldwide. Widely famous as 
Industrial Township, it is also recognized as Detroit of the East with the presence of 
many national and multinational automobile companies. Blessed with rich cultural 
heritage and history, Pimpri Chinchwad is the birthplace of many freedom fighters like 
Chaphekar and Halbe. Shri Chapekar took active part in freedom struggle against 
oppressive British rule. He was hanged for the assassination of the infamous British 
officer Walter Charles Rand who had caused distress among the masses and committed 
atrocities in the Plague hit city of Pune. A monument dedicated to Chaphekar brothers 
has been erected at the centre of thetown.

This township is also the birthplace of Ganesh devotee & Saint Morya Gosavi whose 
holy tomb is located at Chinchwad. Two thousand years ago, the township was ruled by 
King Bhoj. The capital of his eras while empire was Bhojapur, which in present day is 
known as Bhosari. The Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC) has its 
base in Bhosari.

The township is situated at a height of 530 feet above the sea level. It is blessed with 
salubrious climate all the year round. Excavated by Archaeologists, the 2000 year old 
'Artist temple' and the "Artist Mahal" situated at Bhosari or the erstwhile Bhojapur is one of 
the monuments of interest in the township. King Bhoj is known to have organized many 
cultural events here. The artists performing at the Artist Mahal had their residence three 
kilometres away from the capital city. During excavation of the city, Archaeologists have 
also discovered many artefacts like pots and other equipment, which date back to 200 
A.D.The village of Pimpri Chinchwad had a gate entrance gate which was 14 feet high. Its 
existence has been noted in 1885 Bombay gazette. Some writings on stone, dating back to 
the tenth Century have been found in the township.

The township of Pimpri Chinchwad was also a part of the Yadav Dynasty between AD 850 to 
1310. Many sculptures of people who died in wars and relics relating to this ancient past 
have been found. Tourist can visit ancient temples of lord Khandoba, Mhasoba, Veer 
Chandoba and Swarswati. Bhosari village has a history dating to Gautam Buddha's era. 
Other places of interest in Pimpri Chinchwad are Khandoba Mahal, which houses a temple 
of lord Khandoba. Every year Lakhs of pilgrims visit the temple town of Alandi near 
Bhosari, and pray at the Samadhi (Tomb) of most revered Saint Dnyansehwar. Pimpri 
Chinchwad has a large number of lord Ganesh devotees. People from all over India come to 
visit the tomb of the great priest and Ganesh devotee, Moraya Gosavi.
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Current Demographics and Urban Development Scenario

Considerable portion of the development in the last decade has occurred towards Pune city 
in the south and Hinjewadi IT Park in the south-western direction. Further impetus to 
development has been given by the westerly Mumbai-Pune by-pass and the 
improvements of the Aundh-Ravet road. Talwade IT Park in the north-western corner of 
the city is another pull factor in Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area. 
Improvements to the Dehu-Alandi road and the NH-50 will bring about development in the 
northern and north-western regions. The proposed international airport in Chakan in the 
north will further enhance growth. The first development plan for the erstwhile Municipal 
Council had been prepared and sanctioned by the state government in the year 1978.

Population is a key parameter in any type of city planning. The environment management 
plan is also based on the same for any city. During the last two decades, the decadal 
growth rate of population has been 72% (between 2001 and 2011) and 93% (between 
1991 and 2001) while 1960s and 70s witnessed population growth of around 150%. As per 
the 2001 Census, population of Pimpri Chinchwad was 10,06,417, while as per Census 
2011, it has increased to 17,29,359  and presently it is estimated to be 20,00,000 
(Environmental Status Report 2012-13).

The city of Pimpri-Chinchwad has seen a high rate of population growth and development 
in the recent past. Due to its proximity to Pune and its significance as an industrial hub of 
the region, the city is expected to continue its growth in the future.

 There has been an increase of 84% in area under development in the region in the period 
between 2000 and 2007, most of it within Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  limits. 
Considerable portion of the development in the last decade has occurred towards Pune city 
in the south and Hinjewadi IT Park in the south-western direction. Further impetus to 
development has been given by the westerly by-pass connecting Mumbai to Pune and the 
improvements of the Aundh-Ravet road. Talwade IT Park in the northwestern corner of the 
city is another pull factor in Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area. Improvements 
to the Dehu-Alandi road and the NH50 will bring about development in the northern and 
the north-western region. The new international airport at Chakan to the north will further 
enhance growth in these directions. Besides major developments outside the city, 
transformations have been seen extensively along the NH4 with industrial and residential 
uses getting converted to commercial uses. Therefore some intensification of 
development is also expected with the current urbanization. 

In the last two decades, the population of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  has 
grown at a decadal growth rate of about 100% while the previous two decades witnessed 
population growth of around 150%. As per the 2001 census, population of Pimpri-
Chinchwad was 1,006,417 persons and the current population is estimated to be around 
13.35 lakh persons. 
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PIMPRI CHINCHWAD MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
WARD WISE MAP DEFINING THE AREA DENSITY 
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Connectivity

Pimpri Chinchwad being adjacent to the Pune enjoys the excellent connectivity that Pune 
has to offer. The city is well connected by road, rail and air to almost all important cities in 
India. Pimpri Chinchwad is situated on the confluence of NH-4 (the Mumbai-Bangalore
highway) and NH-50 (the Pune-Nasik highway). The city is connected to the Mumbai
through Mumbai Pune Express way. In fact, the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  area boasts an extensive network of national highways to major cities like 
Mumbai (163 km), Nashik (202 km), Nagpur (880 km), Bangalore (835 km), Chennai 
(1166 km) and Hyderabad (548 km).

Railway Connectivity
Railways are an important ingredient of economic growth, and Pimpri Chinchwad is
located on the Mumbai-Pune mail line. It has direct broad-gauge connectivity to Mumbai,
Bangalore, Chennai and Hyderabad.

Air Connectivity
Nearest airport for Pimpri Chinchwad is Pune International airport which is connected by
direct flights to Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Hyderabad and Nagpur. 
Pune Airport, located at Lohgaon (approx. 25 km away from city) has recently acquired 
status of an International Airport and is connected internationally with Dubai, Frankfurt 
and Singapore. It is currently the only airport in the country having both domestic and 
military traffic. 

Geophysical Characteristics of Pimpri Chinchwad

The area within the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  limits is generally flat with 
altitudes varying from 530m to 566m above mean sea level(MSL).The east –West  ridge 
running midway between Indrayani and Pavana rivers separate this area into two parts. 
The northern portion slopes towards Indrayani River while the southern portion slopes 
gradually towards Pavana River. 

The base rock found throughout the planning area is Deccan trap basalt. Two types of 
basalts are commonly seen. The non-vesicular type, which is hard, compact, tough and 
medium to fine grained is present in the areas around Chinchwad and Akurdi.  Building 
stone is the only commercially important mineral available in this area and is extensively 
exploited. Along the road banks, the soil is fertile and hence it is suitable for agriculture. 
The soil in this area is generally brownish copper coloured towards the west and somewhat 
blackish in the east. The area is bounded by Indrayani and Pavana rivers. The catchment 
area of Pavana is about 505 sq.km (Development Plan -2021).

Infrastructure development

The city forms a continuous urban stretch, adding to the overall Pune urban 
agglomeration, and contains a thriving industrial belt that primarily consists of 
engineering and automobile industries. The Pimpri Chinchwad Township is the most 
developed industrial belt in the state of Maharashtra. It is also recognized as Detroit of East 
with the presence of many national and multinational automobile companies.
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The process of urbanization of this area began in 1954 with the establishment of Hindustan 
Antibiotics. A public sector pharmaceutical undertaking, with each passing year the 
landscape significantly changed. Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation's existing 
jurisdiction area is 181 Sq. km. It is predominantly an industrial area, which has 
developed during the last four decades. There has been 84% increase in the area under 
development in the region between 2000 and 2007. 

Land use and Urban Environment

The unplanned migration along with the natural growth of population led to rapid increase 
in the population of Pimpri-Chinchwad in the last four decades. The chronology of events in 
the development of the city of Pimpri Chinchwad is presented below. 1970: The Pimpri 
Chinchwad Municipal Council with a status of 'C' class was formed on 04.03.1970 by 
merging four villages, namely Pimpri, Chinchwad, Bhosari and Akurdi. 

1972: The Pimpri Chinchwad New Town Development Authority (PCNTDA) was established 
in 1972 as per the recommendations of the Pune Metropolitan Regional Planning Board. 
The main objective was to create a planned environment for the working population in the 
vicinity of their work place. 1975: Status of Municipal Council was changed from “C” Class 
to “A” Class from 7th January 1975.

 1982: A Municipal Corporation was formed by merging seven surrounding villages in the 
Municipal Council, namely Sangvi, Rahatani, Thergaon, Wakad (part), Pimple Nilakh, 
Pimple Gurav, Pimple Saudagar and the PCNTDA area. A total area of 86 sq. km., came 
under Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation 's jurisdiction vide notification dated 
05.10.1982.

1997: The area under the Municipal Corporation was further increased through the 
addition of 18 new villages in part or full, constituting an extended area of 84.51 sq.km. 
Thus, the total area under the jurisdiction of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  
measured 170.51 sq.km. These villages are located on the periphery of the erstwhile 
Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area. The villages Talwade, Chikhali, Moshi, and 
Dudulgaon along the Dehu-Alandi road, and Choviswadi and Wadmukhwadi along the 
Dighi-Alandi road are located north of the erstwhile Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation , bounded by the Indrayani River. Charholi BK, Dighi, and Bopkhel along the 
Pune-Alandi road lie towards the east, bordered by the area under the Ministry of Defence. 
Towards the south are Dapodi, Sangavi (Aundh Chest Hospital), Bhosari, and Pimple 
Nilakh (Rakshak Co-operative Housing Society Private Ltd. and Bharat Electronics Ltd. 
Colony). To the west, the river Pavana bisects the villages Mamurdi, Kiwale, and Ravet 
from the villages Punawale and Wakad that lie along the westerly Mumbai-Bangalore 
bypass highway. The present Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area is situated to 
the northwest of Pune on the Mumbai-Pune National Highway NH4. The Mumbai-Pune rail 
link also traverses through the corporation area dividing it into two halves (City 
Development Plan 2006-2012).
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Drainage pattern of the city

Pimpri Chinchwad area is bounded by three rivers Pavana, Mula, and Indrayani. This rivers 
flow through this area Pavana dam construct on Pavana river through this dam supplying 
the water for drinking purpose, domestic uses, Industrial uses and Agriculture use in this 
area but release of domestic and industrial effluents, dumping of debris and domestic 
pollution has severely affected the quality of the Pavana water also some slum are situated 
on river side which has negative impact on the river water quality. (City Development Plan 
Report of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation , 2006-2012). 

Legislative System

Government Structure on Urban Development Based on the Constitution of India in 1950, 
the legislative power has been split into the central government and state government. 
The local administration had made state governments play a central role. Based on the 
Five - Year Plans of India, the central government makes the policy for the urban 
development that is conducted by the state government and supports it financially. 
However, the transfer of authority and resources to municipalities hasn't occurred. 
Therefore, the constitution was amended in 1992, the 74th Amendment. The main 
authority concerning urban policy (land use regulation, urban planning, economic 
development, sewage, local road development and so on) has been transferred from state 
government to the municipalities. With the constitutional amendment, municipalities were 
divided into urban areas and rural areas. It was specified in the constitution that the urban 
municipalities develop the urban plan, land use regulation and local roads in their 
jurisdiction and state governments regulate the development in rural areas (Preparatory 
Survey on urban railway project in Pune city 2013).

Climate

Pimpri-Chinchwad experiences three distinct seasons: summer, monsoon and winter. 
Typical summer months are from March to May, with temperatures ranging from 35 to
39°C (95 to 102°F), the warmest month being April. The average annual temperature is 
24.7°C. The city receives moderate annual rainfall of 745 mm, mainly between June and 
September as a result of the SW monsoon. The least amount of rainfall occurs in February. 
The average in this month is 1 mm. With an average of 216 mm, the most precipitation falls 
in July. The climate in Pimpri is referred to as a local steppe climate. The variation in the 
precipitation between the driest and wettest months is 215 mm. During the year, the 
average temperatures vary by 13.6 °C
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Environmental Planning

A continuing increase in the number and size its include area and population of towns and 
cities is characteristic feature of social and economic development throughout the world. 
Urban centres have always been considered the nucleus of human civilization and culture. 
The activities are different it's grown from the rural to urban area.

Any settlement may be the rural, urban or slum required to be supported by some of 
manmade factors. Usually in rural areas, functions are mostly primary but in the urban 
area they are more diversified like trade, communications, industry, administrative zones, 
tourist zone, and so on. The population in any settlement always struggle for getting the 
resource to fulfil their needs and wants. These factors are basically determined the relative 
situation of the study area. 

In order to conserve and protect the environment in the city, the Pimpri Chinchwad 
Municipal Corporation has implemented Green Building Rating System. GRIHA; a Green 
Rating System, developed by Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) and TERI is 
implemented in the city through Adarsh. Projects having more than 2500 sq. m area are 
considered for GRIHA rating whereas, plots smaller than 2500 sq. m are rated under 
SVAGRIHA green building rating system. The primary objective of the rating system is to 
help designing green buildings that will be useful to evaluate the 'greenness' of buildings. 
The voluntary rating system devised by TERI aims to achieve efficient resource utilization 
and to enhance resource efficiency and quality of life in buildings.
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Under the river conservation plan, Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  has identified 
an investment need of Rs. 37800 lakhs for cleaning the stretches, strengthening the 
riverbanks and providing for permanent treatment facilities for the river Pawana (City 
Development Plan Report of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation , 2006-2012).

Several parks/ gardens are proposed for development by Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  at various places in the city to continue the current efforts and to gift a 
pleasant climate and environment to its citizens. A sum of Rs. 4423 lakhs has been 
proposed for this purpose by 2011-12. Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  further 
proposes to mobilise part of the investment need through contributions from various 
organisations/ institutions and communities (City Development Plan Report of Pimpri 
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation , 2006-2012).

Driving forces for urbanization are responsible for destruction of natural resources, while 
physical, chemical and biological variations alarm status of human health, thereby 
affecting economy. Thus, action plans towards sustainable development, popular 
programs for keeping pollution free environment, maintenance of balance etc. are 
necessitated (ESR Report for Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  2013-14).

Biodiversity

Biodiversity is the short form of 'biological diversity' and is used to describe the varieties 
and interactions of plants and animals in surrounding terrestrial and aquatic 
environments. Some areas are stressful and so a few organisms are adapted there, but 
they may be unique or, indeed, rare. Such habitats are important, even if there is little bio-
diversity. If an area suddenly begins to lose its animal and plant types, ecologists become 
worried and search for causes (e.g. a pollution incident). Alternatively, an increase in the 
bio-diversity of an area may mean that corrective measures have been effective.

Pimpri Chinchwad city has 157 gardens with a total area of 142.93 ha (Environmental 
Status Report of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  for 2013-14). The Garden 
Department of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  works towards maintaining and 
increasing the open and green spaces of the city. Additionally, 24 new gardens are 
proposed to be supplemented within the city. This Garden department has also undertaken 
road beautification and 45 km road side plantation projects on various roads and additional 
26 km of avenue plantation or median beautification is under construction. The Garden 
department is also responsible for the plantation on no-development zones. The location, 
area and quality of green spaces in urban centres influence the quality of urban 
environment for residents. Urban green spaces are significant for enrichment of 
biodiversity; these green spaces offer recreational opportunities and contribute to the city 
aesthetics. Some specialized and popular gardens in the city; such as, Bahinabai 
Choudhari Zoo, Bird Valley, Rajershi Shahu Udyan, Bhakti Shakti Udyan, Thergaon Boat 
Club, Bhosari Tourism Centre, Durgadevi Park, Veer Sawarkar Udyan and Nana Nani park 
are some of the ornamental assets of the city.

Exotic species are more as compared to indigenous species in all the gardens. Such 
tendency may destroy the naturalness of the gardens. A section of local people feel that the 
idea of landscaping with native plantation should be adopted while enhancing the future 
green spaces. The canopy of the garden is getting affected by planting exotic species which 
provide comparatively lesser shade. Use of lawns, in landscaping of gardens, affects the 
micro-environment of the green spaces as they act as cooling areas that create micro 
habitat for insects, frogs, toads, lizards and snakes, maintaining food chain. Lack of 
vegetation cover in cities might be a reason why city is often several degrees hotter than 
surrounding country sides. 
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Trees can modify micro climatic conditions by their shade. The bio-diversity of Bird Valley 
Park is comparatively good because of the plant diversity, large space with variety of 
indigenous species; that attract a large number of insects on which insectivorous birds 
feed. Thus, Bird Valley Park can be a bench mark for developing future green spaces. 
Development can have adverse effect on bio-diversity. Earlier, Bird Valley area used to 
host more number of birds species. The number of bird species have reduced because of 
the absence of shallow water and wild shrubs.

Biodiversity in Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  Area_Current Status

 In accordance to Biodiversity Act-2000, it is mandatory that Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  is to constitute a Biodiversity Committee, which will look after overall 
management of flora and fauna within the Municipal Corporation limit. 

In order to establish Biodiversity Committee, seven members need to be selected (6 
Comparators and 1 Municipal Corporation Official) at corporation level. Out of 6 members, 
at least 2 seats each should be reserved for female, and ST/NT, while 1 member from 
establishment of Municipal Corporation.  The committee should also select 7 additional 
members from multidisciplinary fields, viz. Botanist, Zoologist, Aquatic Science, Soil and 
Biodiversity. Accordingly, a Biodiversity Committee of 14 members is likely to be 
established shortly for Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation (ESR report of Pimpri 
Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  2013-14).

The civic body has decided to create a biodiversity register which will have a list of the flora 
and fauna found in the city. The civic body has formed an eight-member biodiversity 
management committee. The committee has to collect information about the biodiversity 
in the city, protect and conserve it.

As per the study conducted in January 2014, 24 species of butterflies were recorded in 
Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area e.g. Indian crow, Blue tiger, Grass yellow 
butterfly. None of them, except common Indian crow (Euploea core), and are enlisted as 
sensitive, as per the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. Common Indian crow is enlisted 
under schedule IV of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 (ESR report of Pimpri Chinchwad 
Municipal Corporation  2013-14).
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CHAPTER 3



ommunity engagement and funding schemesc
Community engagement in Urban forestry 

The unprecedented increase in the pace of the urban development has 
remarkably affected the man’s relationship with nature. Trees have a 
significant impact in the urban area as discussed in chapter 1 and hence it 
is extremely essential to protect and manage the same in all the aspects. 
Urban forestry post the constitutional amendment act has become a 
mandate for the urban areas to have proper planning of the trees and its 
products. Urban forestry has developed as a separate specialized entity 
in the environment act which deals with forestry that involves the 
objective of plantation, cultivation and management of the trees in the 
urban environment. This area of domain is not only restrictive to the town 
planners, environmentalist, landscape designers but also till the 

The hierarchy of awareness is a continuous form whereby each individual 
is responsible for the considering awareness and management plan and 
contribute to the same at its own level. Individual level can deal  with the 
participating in the tree plantation schemes and manage the same. Each 
individual contributing for its common space can be concluded in the 
neighborhood level and the same can be considered for the community 
level when it comes to open space management and community 
gardens. The institutional level can be including the awareness of 
educational programs and activities included in the educational 
programs such as outdoor gardening activities, considering biodiversity 
plates in the campuses, activity/ hobby class for nature trails and treks to 
make them aware about the current scenario and the future needs. 

Neighbourhood 
Level

Citizen/Individual 
Level

Governance 
Level

City/ Peri urban 
Level

Community
 Level

Engagement level 
for Urban Forestry 

Master Plan
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Growth in urban populations creates opportunities for urban forests to deliver ecosystem 
services critical to human well being and biodiversity. Our challenge is to strategically 
expand urban forests and provide our international communities, particularly the 
vulnerable, with healthier, happier, and enriched lives. International minimum standard 
suggested by WHO and adopted by the publications of Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO) is a minimum availability of 9 sqm. green open space per city dweller ( Source : 
Urban Forestry: Urbanization and Greening of Indian Cities- Efforts for Green Delhi, Rama 
Shankar Sinha, Director, Department of AYUSH, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 
Government of India,2013) 

Conservation and development of urban forest and related ecosystems cannot succeed 
without the willing support, involvement and cooperation of the people. It is essential, 
therefore, to inculcate in the people, a direct interest in forests, in their development and 
conservation, and to make them conscious of the values of trees, wildlife and nature in 
general. This can be achieved through the active involvement and participation of local 
governments, schools, colleges, NGOs, community based organizations, clubs, PSUs, 
businesses, trade unions and other institutions. Children in schools and colleges should be 
actively roped in to spread the message of conservation and sustainable use. Activity 
based learning should be promoted.

The need for urban forestry is to be planned & integrated and systematic approach to 
urban tree management should be stressed. Planning is important because trees are very 
often considered as an afterthought once development has taken place rather than being 
incorporated as original design phase. An integrated approach implies the participation of 
many different organization, local council, municipal and national planning bodies, 
department etc. Systematic management entails regulated tree management, operations 
such as planting, pruning and felling must be conducted in an organized manner at the 
appropriate time.

A community is a group of individual living in a defined, delimited area and sharing 
common physical resources. Although the members of a geographically defined 
community may differ from each other in many ways and disagree with each other on 
many issues, however all work for the benefit of making the environment more healthy 
and city livable. The common interest arises from sharing common physical resources and 
which are beneficiary to the whole community. Community involvement is important as 
urban forests have given many valuable environmental, economic and health benefits. 
Green spaces improve the city's livability, providing places to socialize. The benefits of 
urban forestry are as improving the air quality, especially benefits with mitigating the air 
pollution and providing positive impact on health.

Community engagement is visioned to be an important component of making urban 
environment more livable and sustainable. Engagement means involving community 
members/ individuals in identifying, characterizing, and prioritizing the environmental 
problems and developing and implementing environmental management plans. The 
concept also includes a training community leaders and government official to conduct a 
sustained dialogue with each other about environmental management. Community 
forestry programs also called as Participatory Forest Management which evokes urban 
residents to be involved actively in the programs as a part of the urban forest policy. The 
objective is not only restricted to livable environment but also for environmental benefits, 
social benefits and to bring the community together for better and impactful campaigns.  
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Current scenario of the community involvement in the urban forestry planning and 

management 

An urban forestry planning and management  is a roadmap that creates a shared vision 
for the future of a tree canopy. It's a tailored plan that guides tree care professionals to 
pro actively and effectively manage and provide for maximum, long-term benefits to 
the community. The plan provides recommendations based on the analysis of detailed 
inventories and includes additional components or documents, such as budgets, 
implementation schedules, policy and procedure manuals, standards and specifications, 
public education and monitoring plans, and existing ordinances. Annual work plans and 
budgets can then be developed based on the long-term Urban Forestry Management 
Plan (UFMP).

In general, an effective UFMP plan will include:

·  Vision for the urban forest: This needs to have analysis of the existing scenario 
          and also for any future proposed plans.
·  Inventories and assessments of the current status of the urban forest in the 
  city limits
·  Strategic Plan: goals, objectives, and actions based on the information 
          analyzed    
          and identified needs for the present scenario and also for future needs. 
·  Implementation Plan with specific dates and assigned responsibilities. This    
          can be categorized to the development plan and also for the upliftment of the      
          existing scenario of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  area. 
·  Monitoring Plan with a system or matrix to check effectiveness and revise the 
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Active and sustained community participation:

With the current scenario of the urban development across in Pimpri Chinchwad it is 
considered that the policy needs to be incorporated at the development stage that is 
radially outward in the city, proposal guidelines can be proposed for increasing in the green 
cover. For the core city and the dense patch of plantation management strategies should 
be considered in order to maintain the green cover and the canopy cover in the city. 

Active participation of the individual  level is very necessary and implies that all resources 
available within the community are utilized to the optimum level for the long term benefit 
of the community livelihood. The environmental deterioration which effect the individual 
are based on two sources: public and private institutions that are external to the 
community and the community itself. The former are affected by the Government policies 
and regulations, whereas the later by regulations and environmental services. 
Communities may influence this process via three pathways: 

1. By advocating changes in government regulations that control external sources 
2. By advocating changes in the government regulations and services directed to the 
   community and;
3. By changing the degradation causing behavior of community members .

The pragmatic approach suggested envisages co-operation among all the sections of the 
community and encourages activities related to the available resources. Thus the 
members of the community are engaged in various informal activities, which don’t 
demand a major deviation from their daily routine, and neither put any extra responsibility 
of a formal organization. 

Hierarchy of citizen/community engagement levels

There are various hierarchal levels for engagement of the communities in Urban 
Forestry Planning and Management:

・Government Institution - Forest Department:

Setting up the technical management plans for both Government and community 
forests and implementing protective measures for the same.

・Community Involvement:

By advocating change in Government regulation, services for the community and 
degradation of the society and taking steps toward its mitigation.

・NGO’s:

They can act as a mediator between Government and the community to build a self reliant 
society. They are also facilitators of developmental education and training towards better 
management of urban forestry. The best example of Urban Forestry with the engagement 
of peoples is Belgaum, Karnataka. There are 50,000 trees planted including ornaments,  
timber & fruit yielding, sandal, bamboo and medicinal value. They were chosen along the 
road side and open space. Planting and maintenance was done with people participation 
and funds were arranged from Municipal corporation and Urban Authority. Urban forestry 
embraces tree grown in and close to the urban areas for their values in landscape, roads, 
parks and land reclaimed from previous industrial use as well as urban woodlands and 
gardens. 
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Community institutional

A sustainable urban forest is one in which the all parts of the community share a vision for 
their forest and act to realize that vision through specific goals and objectives. It is based in 
neighborhoods, public spaces and private lands. At one level, this requires that a 
community agree on the benefits of trees and act to maximize them. On another level, this 
cooperation requires that private landowners acknowledge the key role of their trees to 
community health. Finally, in an era of reduced government service, cooperation means 
sharing the financial burden of caring for the urban landscape.

Educational programmes and awareness

Educating the community is important to motivate it to take up urban forestry and increase 
afforestation. The various forms of educating the society are:

・ Conducting Awareness programs

・ Exhibition and Displays

・ Talks and guided walks through parks, gardens, etc. so that information is passed in  

         an interactive manner

・ Public meetings and Consulting the community to solve their issues.

・ Community group discussions to allow individuals to come in contact with officers

・ Training Programs

・ Community Tree planting

・ Sponsoring tree plantations.

As per overall scenario of country, most of the Indian cities are far behind in awareness and 
implementation of urban forestry. But now we are need of improve the this picture through 
the educational program. One of the best examples of awareness is Green city project, 
Belgaum. Here, from school children to freedom fighter different category of public were 
made to involve in planting activities. By seeing interest of people & community there were 
received 154 applications to take participate in planting program.

Some programs were arranged with the help of Forest Dept. Van Mahotsav in their 
participate school & colleges, Ladies organization, senior citizens association, temple 
trust, freedom fighter, housing societies, youth organization.
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CHAPTER 4



rban planting properties U
Urban Planting Species

The planting species play a vital role as a deciding factor for the 
landscape development considering native or Indigenous species, 
aesthetic species, species which play an important role in enhancing the 
biodiversity of the urban center. It is also critical to understand the 
immediate land use or the space where the planting of the tree species 
would be carried out and more importantly for what purpose they are 
being planted. 

The sense of space should remain intact in terms of the aesthetic point of 
view if it is already been developed area. The urbanized area may consist 
of open spaces like parks, developed and reserved gardens, streetscape,  
beautified areas near the rivers, canals and nallahs. Each space has its 
own integrity in terms of design elements involved and also these spaces 
provide in particular function to serve. Hence the species planted should 
be categorized ans selected accordingly. This is not only applicable for 
the proposed area development but also in the already developed areas 
where gap analysis is considered. 

For considering the urban planting, it is also necessary to consider the  
soil conditions, planting species and climatic zones for the plantation. 
Certain qualities of soil forms a major factor for the planting and its ability 
to support the growth, health of the vegetation. The organic, physical 
and chemical characteristics of the soil structure determines the growth 
and healthiness of the vegetation. Soil texture being a physical character 
helps in understanding the amount of water holding capacity of the soil 
and also the capacity of the erosion capacity. 

The top-soil of the site is the most crucial layer of the soil structure as it 
contains the maximum amount  of the nitrogen and the phosphorus. This 
layer needs to be uplifted from the development site in the utmost 
manner and should be kept in a specific way in order to re-use the same 
at the later stages of development. The man made or the synthetic soil 
does not comprise of important minerals in an appropriate ration and 
hence can lead to one of the reason for degraded or stunted growth. The 
changes in the soil structure can be considered only on the basis of 
appropriate test results for making the soil rich. 
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Urban Soil

The soil is the most important prime factor, which has to be considered in the
tree-planting program. Many failures or success are due to certain soil
conditions, unfavorable or otherwise and for that reason some knowledge of
the soil is both essential and interesting. In order that a plant shall thrive the
soil must be kept friable, that is to say, open and easily crumbled for only on
this condition can the roots explore freely for foods. Many urban sites is
characterized with soil compaction and poor drainage, which will require
substantial site preparation, including the importation of soil materials or the
modification of existing ones. The important characteristics of the soil which are critical 
and to be considered are as follows: 

Ÿ  Soil Depth 
Ÿ  Soil pH
Ÿ  Soil texture 
Ÿ  Soil air (oxygen supply)
Ÿ  Soil fertility
Ÿ  Temperature 
Ÿ  Water supply 

Soil Depth: 
The depth of soil is important in predicting the capability of soil to support
tree and shrub growth. Tree growth and health are very dependent upon the
tree's ability to develop an extensive root system with which to extract water
and nutrients from the soil. Deep and prolific rooting is a necessity for tree
stability as the tree grows and puts up greater resistance to the wind. In
natural soils, mature trees of most species will root to at least 1m in depth and
some deep rooting ones may root 3 m.

The depth of soil may be observed in excavations, along road cuts and
embankments, or it may be obtained with a soil auger. Also, the penetration
of grass and tree roots indicates effective soil depth, and the range in which
water from rain or irrigation is stored. Depth of urbanized tree roots should be
observed at trenches recently made through typical grassy areas where trees
and shrubs are to be planted. Deep lying roots indicate favorable soil
structure (drainage, aeration, and texture).

Soil pH:
Receiving an ample supply of the essential chemical elements is no guarantee
that a plant's growth will be normal. Acidity or alkalinity degree of soils
greatly affects growing plants. Most plants thrive best in the pH range of 6,
which is slightly acid or sour, to pH 7, which is neutral, being neither acid nor
alkaline, since within these limits all the necessary nutrients for normal plant
growth available.

Acid loving plants are able to thrive in acid soils where the nitrogen is
unavailable, because the mycorrhiza fungi on their roots helps change the
existing ammonium nitrate into the desirable nitrate nitrogen. Most plants are
unable to accomplish this feat, and when they are grown at a pH below 5.0 for
an extended time they have their growth seriously retarded ana eventually
die.
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From surface towards the water table, oxygen content gradually falls and the
CO  concentration rises proportionately. Carbon dioxide is produced mainly2

by respiration of microorganisms and plant roots. Most plants can make
vigorous growth if CO  concentration is not too high around the root zone of2

plants. All roots are generally killed by high CO  concentration. For optimum2

growth, CO  concentration may be below 1.0 %.2

Root development appears to be affected if the Oxygen content fall below 8
to 12%, depending upon the species of plants. Root development ceases if it
falls below about 5%. Oxygen demand of roots and sensitivity to CO  seem to2

increases with increase in temperature. 

Trees obtain sufficient oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide either from the
soil air or atmospheric air. However, in many urban soils subject to water
logging or compaction, little pore space remains to contain oxygen. These
soils are very susceptible to anaerobism, and tree roots may die when this
occurs. In perpetually waterlogged soils, the root system and in due course,
the whole tree will die. Tree species vary to some extent in their tolerance of
waterlogged soils, the root system and in due course, the whole tree will die.

Tree species vary to some extent in their tolerance of water logging; alders
are well known examples of trees able to grow in seasonally wet soils.
However, tolerant trees are usually shallow rooted and therefore prone to
summer drought and wind-throw. In general all trees grow better in aerated
soils.

In order to have low percentage of CO  it is necessary to have proper2

diffusion of gasses from soil pores spaces to the atmosphere and vice versa.
Good aeration can occur only in well-drained soil.

Soil fertility:
Soils are a mixture of minerals and organic materials, which are taken from the soil, are 
generally known as nutrients. All tree species require the same basic set of nutrients, 
although these requirements will vary both in total and relative proportions between 
species. plants take up carbon, oxygen and hydrogen from the air or water and both the 
organic and inorganic nutrients that a tree takes up  via its root system.

Plants absorb more than 40 elements during their growth, but all of them are not essential 
for growth and developments of plants. Such elements, which have been proved to be 
essential for the growth and the development of plants are usually called as the essential 
elements. The nutrients, which are, required in smaller amounts are called as minor 
nutrients. 

Major nutrients: 
Ÿ  Carbon 
Ÿ  Hydrogen 
Ÿ  Phosphorous ( as phosphate)
Ÿ  Nitrogen ( as nitrate and ammonium)
Ÿ  Potassium
Ÿ  Sulphur ( as sulphate) 
Ÿ  Calcium 
Ÿ  Magnesium and Iron 
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A highly alkaline soil having a pH above 8.0 is unfit for the growth of plants.
In these soils, most soil organisms do not thrive too well. Certain plants may
also suffer from iron chlorosis, a condition identified by yellow green leaves
with dark green veins, because the iron may be trapped in the soil and be thus
unavailable to the plant. This chlorotic condition usually disappears as soon
as the pH is lowered.

In extremely acid soils, iron and aluminum may become toxic to some
plants. Growth of fungi may increase under these same conditions at the
expense of the soil bacteria, bringing their ability to decompose organic
matter to a complete halt.

Soil texture:
It is one of the most important soil properties. Soil consists of mineral
fragments varying in size from coarse particles (gravel and sand), to fine
(silt), and very fine particles (clay). Classification of soil texture is based
upon the relative percentages of sand, silt, and clay, which are determined by
hydrological and mechanical analysis. Excessive sand may prevent soils from
retaining moisture and applied fertilizers. Clay loams retain three to six times
as much water for plant use as sandy soils. Soil with high clay content may be
excessively dusty when dry or excessively plastic when wet. Disproportionate
silt (40 percent or more) creates poor interior drainage and shallow root’
penetration.

A rich fertile soil is classified as a loam, is the most desirable soil for plants
and is characterized by a mixture of sand, clay and organic matter. Loams
have good drainage, but are able to retain sufficient moisture for plant
growth, and at the same time to provide plant roots with adequate aeration.
The soil texture effect on moisture conditions is very significant. The
percentage of clay determines both field capacity and the wilting point of the
soil, thus delimiting the range of available moisture. Texture also determines
the soil structure to a great extent.

The first test that should be made on a soil is a determination of texture. This
is easily accomplished by squeezing a moist sample of the soil between the
fingers. A soil that has a predominance of sand will feel harsh and gritty, and
the individual particles will be visible to the eye, feel coarse, and barely hold
together. A clay soil is easily squeezed, feels very smooth and sticky, and has
no visible particles. The desirable loam should feel smooth to the fingers, be
somewhat sticky, and feel coarse at the same time and be easy to roll between
the fingers.

Soil air (oxygen supply):
Soil air constitutes the atmospheric gasses filled in the soil pores. Gases
present in the soil atmosphere are more or less similar to those found in the
external atmosphere. However, the oxygen concentration is less and carbon
dioxide concentration is higher than from the atmosphere. All plants need
oxygen to respire and trees are no exception. Respiration takes place throughout the living 
parts of a tree including the roots. In natural well-drained soils, oxygen can account for 
15-20% of the total soil gases, and respiration takes place unhindered. 
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Tests for Organic Matter
Organic matter is one of the important constituents of soil. It helps the plant growth in a 
number  of ways by supplying nutrients and improves most of the physical and chemical 
properties of soil. 

Tests for organic matter in soil are made of laboratory methods, and the findings are 
expressed in percentages of dry weight. Most well drained soils contain 5 percent or les  
organic matter. Sandy soils tend to have lower percentages than other soils, while clay and 
peat soil may contain more  than 50 percent organic matter. 

Temperature requirements:
The growing temperature is another important consideration. Plants grown outdoors must 
be able to withstand wide fluctuations in temperature and still survive, whereas indoor 
plants are usually more specific in their temperature requirements. When the growing 
temperature is specified for a plant, it usually means the night temperature that will 
produce the best plant. These same plants are usually not affected by daytime 

o otemperatures 10-15  F (3-4.5  C) above the specified night temperature. 

Water requirements: 
Water is an essential nutrient for the plant growth. It is much needed in much larger 
quantities than any other nutrient. Water is the life of soil and is also crucial in biochemical 
reactions and for the transport of dissolved materials within the tree, and from the soil into 
the tree. Most of all the mineral soils are present in the water in small quantities. Certain 
activities for example grazing and compaction of soil mass by any other means result in 
poor infiltration.  

Watering requirements vary with the type of plant,  the texture of the soil, the time of the 
year, and the growing temperature. Soil vary considerably in the amount of water that they 
contain. As a general rule, the more coarse particles the soil contains, as in sands and 
gravels the less water is held in the pores between them. So clay soils, mostly composed of 
particles 2µm, hold considerable amounts of water and hold it so strongly that only a 
proportion is released for uptake. In contrast, loamy soils hold sufficient amount of water 
and also allow much of their water to be taken up. The organic matter content and soil 
structure or lack of these will also affect water content and supply to plants. 

Over watering is also harmful to the proper growth of plants. It may produce symptoms 
like: 
Ÿ  Leaves become curled and drop
Ÿ  Leaf tips turn brown and die back
Ÿ  Soft dark areas form on the leaf surface
Ÿ  New leaves grow soft and sometimes become discolored or even rotten
Ÿ  Plant wilts because of root deterioration caused by water logged soil. 

Over watering damages the root hairs by depleting their necessary oxygen supply, while 
too little water may  totally dehydrate the roots, causing water to leave the roots rather 
than enter them because the concentration of water within the roots exceeds that in the 
soil. 
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Minor nutrients: 
Ÿ  Molybdenum 
Ÿ  Boron 
Ÿ  Zinc 
Ÿ  Cobalt 
Ÿ  Chlorine ( as chloride) 
Ÿ  Manganese 

Natural soils differ somewhat in their ability to supply these nutrients in the proper ratio of 
requirements. The greatest differences are between soil containing free calcium carbonate 
( alkaline soils) and those, which do not contain are categorized as acidic soil. Soil fertility 
tests are usually conducted on soils to determine the available supply of the three most 
important chemical elements required by plants in order to live, grow, and reproduce. 
These three are nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium. The amount in any soil of any of 
these plant food elements is extremely small and must be replenished periodically by 
fertilization as per the requirements. 

Fertility of soil is dependent on the structure of the soil, the presence or absence of 
nutrients, and soil pH (determining the acidity of alkalinity degree). Soil pH, cation 
exchange capacity, and anion exchange capacity largely determine the capability of soil to 
absorb nutrients and relinquish these nutrients to plants. 

The growth nutrients are most likely deficient in nitrogen, phosphorous ans potassium (N, 
P and K respectively). Soil may be deficient in magnesium, calcium and iron. Soil fertility 
tests are used to determine the fertility of the soil and the existing soil conditions in all the 
parameters, which affect the plant growth. 

Tests for Nitrogen
Due to the high solubility of nitrogen bearing material in the soil, laboratory tests for 
nitrogen are recommended only in geographic areas where the annual precipitation is less 
than 20 inches per year. 

Tests for Phosphorous and Potassium
Most laboratory reports give phosphoric acid and potash in pounds per acre. The amounts 
of soluble rather then available nutrients are shown, as each species of woody plant or 
grass manifests a different potential for using these nutrients. Some laboratories report 
soluble nutrients as low, medium and high for phosphoric acid and potash. However, 
reports may also be in terms of the elements, phosphorous and potassium rather than 
phosphoric acid and potash. The aligned ratings of these elements in pounds per acre as 
follows: 

Substance       Low       Medium    High 
Phosphoric acid (P O )   0-100      100-150       Above 1502 5

Phosphorus (P)     0-44        44-65       Above 65
Potash (K O)           50-150     150-250       Above 2502

Potassium (K)           42-124     124-208       Above 208

Several laboratories report on the basis of part per million (ppm), which may be converted 
into pounds per acre by multiplying by two (for example, 40 ppm equals 80 pounds per 
acre). Other report in terms of percentages by adding two decimal places and multiplying 
by two million (for example, 0.0025 percent is 0.000025, and this figure multiplied by 
2,000,000 gives 50 pounds per acre). 
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CHAPTER 5



pecies list S
The species inventory is prepared on the basis of virtual mapping and 
seeing in the major open spaces of the Pimpri Chinchwad as a whole 
and as a ward in benchmark. The species promoted further for the 
urban forestry master plan is on the basis of the following character 
and preference with respect to the category of the land-use which is in 
the adjacent context. 

With the growing needs due to the urbanization, there is a constant 
demand on the forestry products for livelihood to people in the Pimpri 
Chinchwad region. The pressure for  demand of forest products 
particularly timber, fuelwood and fodder has increased manifold to the 
detriment of the Pune district’s forest resources. the deficit clearly 
indicates the magnitude of pressure on these forests as beyond 
comprehension due to wide gap between the availability and demand 
of basic natural resources. The gap cannot be expected to be merely 
bridged in by urban forestry but needs to be implemented at the 
individual level. The gap needs to be incorporated at individual 
hierarchal level.

These forests area currently scattered in patches amidst agricultural 
and industrial areas but not restrictive to the same. The categories are 
basically in the built and the open space category. The urban built 
form consist of the following spaces: 
Ÿ Residential 
Ÿ Commercial
Ÿ Industrial
Ÿ Institutional
Ÿ Civic amenities 

Whereas the open spaces are categorized into the following: 
Ÿ Agricultural land
Ÿ Gardens and Parks 
Ÿ Streetscape
Ÿ Reserved lands
Ÿ Community gardens
Ÿ Orchards
Ÿ Peri urban spaces 
Ÿ Greenbelt

The species vary according to the land use category and also the 
purpose of the plantation proposed or developed. The list  of species 
are categorized according to the land use context and presented along 
with the scientific name, local name and the category usage. 
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Scien�fic Name: Ficus bengalensis
Local Name: Vad

Category: Avenue planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Ficus religiosa
Local Name: Pimpal

Category: Avenue planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Avenue planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Cassia fistula
Local Name: Bahava

Category: Avenue planta�on
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Scien�fic Name: Bauhinia purpurea
Local Name: Kanchan

Category: Avenue planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Butea monosperma
Local Name: Palas

Category: Avenue planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Tamarindus indica
Local Name: Chinch

Category: Avenue planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Mangifera indica
Local Name: Amba

Category: Avenue planta�on
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Scien�fic Name: Thespesia populnea
Local Name: Bhend

Category: Avenue planta�on
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Scien�fic Name: Mangifera indica
Local Name: Amba

Category: Riverside planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Dalbergia sisoo
Local Name: Shisham

Category: Riverside planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Acacia catechu 
Local Name: Khair

Category: Riverside planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Salix  tetrasperma
Local Name: Valang

Category: Riverside planta�on
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Scien�fic Name: Pongamia pinnata
Local Name: Karanj

Category: Riverside planta�on
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Scien�fic Name: Albizia procera
Local Name: White siris

Category: Quarries and rocky area

Scien�fic Name: Acacia  catechu 
Local Name: Khair

Category: Quarries and rocky area

Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Quarries and rocky area

Scien�fic Name: Boswellia serrata
Local Name: Indian Olibanum

Category: Quarries and rocky area
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Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Nullah planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Ficus glomerata
Local Name: Cluster fig

Category: Nullah planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Bauhinia  racemosa
Local Name: Apta

Category: Nullah planta�on

Scien�fic Name: Casearia graveolens
Local Name: Bhokoda

Category: Nullah planta�on
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Scien�fic Name: Phyllanthus emblica
Local Name: Amla

Category: Quarries and rocky areas

Scien�fic Name: Syzygium cuminii
Local Name: Jambhul

Category: Quarries and rocky areas

Scien�fic Name: Morus alba 
Local Name: Tu�

Category: Quarries and rocky areas
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Scien�fic Name: Acacia  nilo�ca
Local Name: Babhul

Category:  Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name: Albizia lebbeck
Local Name:  Shirish

Category: Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name: Albizia procera
Local Name: White siris

Category: Hills and foot hills 

Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Hills and foot hills 
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Scien�fic Name: Boswellia serrata
Local Name: Indian Olibanum

Category: Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name: Dalbergia sisoo
Local Name: Shisham

Category: Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name:  Bombax ceiba
Local Name: Katesavar

Category: Hills and foot hills

Scien�fic Name: Erythrina indica
Local Name: Pangara

Category: Hills and foothills
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Scien�fic Name: Butea monosperma
Local Name: Palas

Category: Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name: Cassia  fistula
Local Name: Bahava

Category: Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name: Syzygium cuminii
Local Name: Jambhul

Category: Hills and foothills

Scien�fic Name: Phyllanthus emblica
Local Name: Amla

Category: Hills and foothills
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Scien�fic Name: Thespesia populnea
Local Name: Bhend

Category: Hills and foot hills
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Scien�fic Name: Cochlospermum religiosum
Local Name: Ganeri

Category:  Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Acacia  catechu 
Local Name: Khair

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Albizia lebbeck
Local Name:  Shirish

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Albizia procera
Local Name: White siris

Category: Industrial green belt
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Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Butea monosperma
Local Name: Palas

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Pongamia pinnata
Local Name: Karanj

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Cassia  fistula
Local Name: Bahava

Category: Industrial green belt
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Scien�fic Name: Syzygium cuminii
Local Name: Jambhul

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Holoptelea integrifolia
Local Name: Vavla

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Thespesia populnea
Local Name: Bhend

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Bauhinia  purpurea
Local Name: Kanchan

Category: Industrial green belt
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Scien�fic Name: Mangifera indica
Local Name: Amba

Category: Industrial green belt

Scien�fic Name: Tamarindus indica
Local Name: Chinch

Category: Industrial green belt
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Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Fuelwood Depots

Scien�fic Name: Acacia  nilo�ca
Local Name: Babhul

Category:  Fuelwood Depots

Scien�fic Name: Terminalia chebula
Local Name:  Hirda

Category: Fuelwood Depots
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Scien�fic Name:  Zizyphus jujba
Local Name: Bor

Category:  Agro-Forestry( Hor�culture)

Scien�fic Name: Tamarindus indica
Local Name: Chinch

Category: Agro-Forestry (Hor�culture)

Scien�fic Name: Mangifera indica
Local Name: Amba

Category: Agro-Forestry (Hor�culture)

Scien�fic Name: Artocarpus lakoocha
Local Name: Lakoocha

Category: Agro-Forestry (Hor�culture)
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Scien�fic Name: Sesbania grandiflora
Local Name: Agas�

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Dalbergia sisoo
Local Name: Shisham

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Cassia  fistula
Local Name: Bahava

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Acacia  nilo�ca
Local Name: Babhul

Category: Forestry on agricultural land
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Scien�fic Name: Acacia  catechu 
Local Name: Khair

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Albizia lebbeck
Local Name:  Shirish

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Butea monosperma
Local Name: Palas

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Albizia procera
Local Name: White siris

Category: Forestry on agricultural land
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Scien�fic Name: Syzygium cuminii
Local Name: Jambhul

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Mangifera indica
Local Name: Amba

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Pongamia pinnata
Local Name: Karanj

Category: Forestry on agricultural land

Scien�fic Name: Hardwickia binata
Local Name: Anjan

Category: Forestry on agricultural land
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Scien�fic Name: Bauhinia purpurea
Local Name: Kanchan

Category: Slums

Scien�fic Name: Bauhinia  racemosa
Local Name: Apta

Category: Slums

Scien�fic Name: Bauhinia variegata
Local Name: Kachnar

Category: Slums

Scien�fic Name: Azardirachta indica
Local Name: Neem

Category: Slums
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Scien�fic Name: Ficus glomerata
Local Name: Cluster fig

Category: Slums

Scien�fic Name: Bombax ceiba
Local Name: Katesavar

Category: Slums

Scien�fic Name: Dalbergia la�folia
Local Name: Sisivi

Category: Slums
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Scien�fic Name: Lagerstromia speciosa
Local Name: Tamhan

Category: School & Educa�onal Ins�tu�ons

Scien�fic Name: Millingtonia hortensis
Local Name: Kaval nimb

Category: School & Educa�onal Ins�tu�ons

Scien�fic Name: Saraca indica
Local Name: Sita ashok

Category: School & Educa�onal Ins�tu�ons

Scien�fic Name: Ficus benjamina
Local Name: Nandruk
Category: School & Educa�onal Ins�tu�ons
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Scien�fic Name: Polyalthia longifolia
Local Name: Ashok

Category: School & Educa�onal Ins�tu�ons

Scien�fic Name: Mangifera india
Local Name: Amba

Category: School & Educa�onal Ins�tu�ons
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Scien�fic Name: Ficus bengalensis
Local Name: Vad

Category: Community Areas and Commercial 
Complexes

Scien�fic Name: Ficus religiosa
Local Name: Pimpal

Category: Community Areas and Commercial 
Complexes

Scien�fic Name: Lagerstromia speciosa
Local Name: Tahman

Category: Community Areas and Commercial 
Complexes

Scien�fic Name: Pongamia pinnata
Local Name: Karanj

Category: Community Areas and Commercial 
Complexes
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Scien�fic Name: Saraca indica
Local Name: Sita Ashok

Category: Community Areas and Commercial 
Complexes

Scien�fic Name: Dendrocalamus strictus
Local Name: Bamboo

Category: Community Areas and Commercial 
Complexes
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Scien�fic Name: Bombax ceiba
Local Name: Katesavar

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Hardwickia binata
Local Name: Anjan

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Pongamia pinnata
Local Name: Karanj

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Syzygium cuminii
Local Name: Jambhul

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps
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Scien�fic Name: Annona squamosa
Local Name: Sitaphal

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Thespesia populnea
Local Name : Bhend

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Moringa oleifera
Local Name: Shevga

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Terminalia catappa
Local Name: Desibadam

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps
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Scien�fic Name:  Terminalia catappa
Local Name: Desibadam

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Phoenix  sylvestris
Local Name: Wild Date Palm

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name:  Aegle marmelos
Local Name: Bel

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name:  Cassia siamea
Local Name: Kashid

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps
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Scien�fic Name: Manilkara hexandra
Local Name: Khirni

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Cordia myxa
Local Name: Bhokar

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Cocos nucifera
Local Name: Naral

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Nyctanthes arbor tris
Local Name: Parijatak

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps
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Scien�fic Name:  Psidium guajava
Local Name: Peru

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Grevilla robusta
Local Name: Silver oak

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Magnolia champaca
Local Name:  Sonchapha

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps

Scien�fic Name: Cinnamomum tamala
Local Name: Tamalpatra

Category: ETP / STP and Garbage Dumps
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CHAPTER 6



ard methodology W
Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  has 64 wards in total to address 
as on with the current development plan. All these wards have mixed 
land use and surroundings. The green cover ration in the spaces of the 
wards may also vary and hence it is very essential to consider them 
separately. These wards are itself unique in the way it has been evolved 
and are developing. Some wards among the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation  area are completely developed,  some partially developed 
and some under development. Since the needs are different it is essential 
to visualize each and every ward in a little detail and propose guidelines 
for the Urban forestry master plan. Each wards can be basically studied 
on the following parameters to have better understanding. 

The following parameters are essential to consider the landscape 
development plan:

1. Location of the ward in the Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  
and its size 
2. The size of the total ward, differentiated analysis of the built form to 
the open space ratio/ green ratio
3. Existing canopy cover of the ward
4. The land use of the ward, classified again into the built categories and 
the open space categories. 
5. After analyzing all the details proposal to the landscape  design 
guidelines for the gap analysis. This guidelines are also applicable to the 
broad categories and also for any further proposed development. 

In order to cumulate the entire Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation  
ward information on the same grounds, a template covering the broader 
prospects was considered and the same can be replicated for the rest of 
the wards. The following page shows the basic layout of the template and 
the various heads which are covered to gather the information for each 
ward. 

For example, ward number 15, was considered to fill in the template 
and to understand and propose the landscape guidelines as per the existi-
ng scenario of the ward. 
 
Tree inventory suggested for each ward details have been covered in 
the main report of tree census. the same report also includes information 
of native and exotic species.This information is also available on web 
application developed under tree census.
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Ward Name and Number 
Ward Map 

Canopy cover Map 

Exis�ng Site photographs 

Total Area  (Sq.km):
Built Area  (Sq.km):   
Open Area (Sq.km):

Canopy cover (%):

Ra�o of Na�ve to Exo�c  Species: 
§ Na�ve species: 
§ Exo�c species:
Analysis: 

Land use category:

Built:
§ Residen�al
§ Industrial
§ Administra�ve
§ Commercial
§ Civic Ameni�es

Open Space:
§ Gardens
§ Reserved Land
§ Agricultural 
§ Green belt
§ Orchards
§ Community gardens
§ Streetscape
§ Peri urban 
§ Barren land



Ward Name , Number and Gap analysis Map 
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Landscape guidelines 

S. no. Land use Guidelines  Graphical Representa�on
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LIST OF WARD ZONES, WARD NO AND WARD NAMES 

Zone Ward No Ward Name 

A 14 Bhakti Shakti Udhan 

A 15 Dattawadi 

A 16 Aakurdi Gavthan 

A 17 Sant Tukaram Maharaj Udhan 

A 18 Kiwale 

A 19 Walhekarwadi 

A 25 Chinchwad Station 

B 20 Chinchwadenagar 

B 21 Dalavinagar 

B 22 Chinchwad Gavthan 

B 23 Keshavnagar 

B 24 Pra. Ramkrishna More Prekshagruh 

B 42 Bhatnagar 

B 49 Shree Sai Mandir - Shri Bapujibuwanagar 

B 50 Thergaon Gavthan 

B 51 Ganeshnagar Belathikanagar 

B 52 Tathawade - Punawade 

B 53 Wakad 

C 37 Mahatma Phulenagar 

C 38 Neharunagar 

C 39 Sant Tukaramnagar 

C 40 Kharalwadi 

C 61 Hu. Bhagtsingh Vidhyalay 

C 62 Foogewadi 

C 63 Kasarwadi 

C 64 Bopkhel 

D 41 Gandhinagar 

D 43 Jijamata Hospital 

D 44 Ashok Theatre 

D 45 Pimpari Waghere 

D 46 Kalewadi 

D 47 Tapkinagar  - Shrinagar 

D 48 Rahatni - Pimpale Saudaghar 

D 54 Pimpale - Nilakh 

D 54 Pimpale - Nilakh 

D 54 Navi Sangvi 

D 55 Vijaynagar 

D 56 Pimpale - Nilakh 

D 57 Vaiduwasti 

D 58 Sangavi Gavthan 

D 58 Madhuban 

D 59 Navi Sangvi 

D 60 Pimpale Gurav 

E 6 Morshi 



E 7 Charholee 

E 29 Indrayaninagar 

E 30 Chakrapani Vasahat 

E 31 Dighee 

E 32 Sandweek Colony 

E 33 Gavalinagar 

E 34 Gavhanevasti 

E 35 Bhasari Gavthan 

E 36 Chakrapani Vasahat 

F 1 Rupeenagar - Talawade 

F 2 Triveninagar 

F 3 Chikhali 

F 4 Krishananagar 

F 5 Kudalwadi - Jadhavwadi 

F 8 Vidyanagar 

F 9 Sambhajinagar 

F 10 Tuljaiwasti - Ajanthanagar 

F 11 Yamunanagar 

F 12 Kai. Madhukar Pawale High school 

F 13 Nigadi Gavthan 

F 26 Kalbhornagar 

F 27 Morwadi 

F 28 Masulkar Colony 

 

 

LIST OF TENTATIVE OPEN SPACES SUGGESTED FOR PLANTATION IN PCMC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zone Open space location 

Zone A Near Nighdi Chikhli road 

zone A Near Ravet road 

Zone B Near Chinchwad Akurdi road 

Zone B  Near Kalewadi road 

Zone C Near Old sanghvi Bapodi road 

Zone C Near New Telco Road 

Zone D Near Shirode road 

Zone D Near Pawna nagar 

Zone E Near Alankapuram road 

Zone F Near Benhind rakesh londri 
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Ward 15  Canopy cover Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Existing Site photographs 

Total Area  (sq.km):           0.7 

Built Area  (sq.km):           0.4 

Open Area (sq.km):           0.3 
 

 

Canopy cover (%):  12.4% 

Total count of trees:  1103 
 

 

Ratio of Native to Exotic  Species: 

• Native species: 51.9% 

• Exotic species: 48.1% 
 

 

Analysis: 

Densely  populated  with  residential 

land-use.  

Gaps   are  predominantly  found   in 

the streetscape  and the nallah areas 

whereby a visual buffer can be 

created. 

 
Land use category: 

Built: 

• Residential 

• Administrative 

• Commercial 

• Civic Amenities 
 

 

Open Space: 

• Gardens 

• Reserved Land 

• Streetscape 

• Barren land 



 

 

Datta Wadi, No. 15 and Gap analysis Map 
 

 
 
 

With the total  area  of 0.7 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including  the   Dense  tree 
patch,     Open    land,     Other 
areas, Parks, playground, road 
side plantation is about 0.3  sq. 
km. 
 
Since the  area  is densely 
populated    the     plant    able 
spaces  are   along  the   nalla 's 
and the streetscape. 
 

 

Also, it has been observed that 
some  open  spaces  are 
identified which are marked in 
dark green, needs clarification 
on their ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed 
analysis of the  ward  in terms 
of its ownership needs to be 
done  before plantation  by the 
PCMC. 



 

 

Landscape guidelines 
 

S. no. Land use Guidelines Graphical Representation 

1 Residential a)  The     residential    area     should 

encourage community     spaces 

within  the    society    areas    for 

plantation of native species  of the 

tree, but not monoculture. 

 

2 Open space 

near nalla’s 

a)  Open   spaces   within   the   nalla’s 

should be planted to increase the 

aesthetic  effects    and    also    to 

provide  them as a visual barrier. 

 

3 Streetscape/ 

Avenue 

plantation 

a)  During   the  development  stage  , 

landscape    grain      should      be 

finalized  with       respect       to 

clearance of barks and evergreen 

species which can provide shade 

making the city more livable. 

b)  Gaps   within   the   streets   should 

encourage the   planting   of   the 

trees,  with     respect     to    the 

adjacent  area plantation. 

 



Total Area  (sq.km):    2.32 
Built Area  (sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 89627 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 68.25% 
• Exotic species: 31.75%   

 
Densely populated with some barren 
land areas on northern part of ward 14
Some gaps can be found in open lands.

 

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Barren  
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Ward No 14 Canopy Cover map 

Pratiksha
Typewritten Text



 

 

With the total area of 2.32 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land,   Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.30  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the  ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 14:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.70  
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 6446 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  60.32% 
• Exotic species:  39.68% 

 
 

Majority of area is builtup with some 
agricultural lands in between builtup. 
Native species are abundant in this 
ward.  
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 15 Canopy Cover map 



 

 

 

With the total area of 0.70 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.10 sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done 
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 15:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.78 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 7823 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 57.76% 
• Exotic species: 42.24%   

 
Densely  populated  with  

 

•    
Open 

•  
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 16 Canopy Cover map 

   



 

 

 

With the total area of 0.78 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land,   Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.30  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open  spaces 
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the  ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 16:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    1.42  
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 12982 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 63.64% 
• Exotic species: 36.36%   

 
Densely populated with builtup with 
open grounds in between. Native 
species are more abundant than exotic 
species. 

• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 17 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.42 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land,   Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.027  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open  spaces 
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the  ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 17:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):   5.08 
Built Area    ( sq.km):   
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 59259 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 68.45% 
• Exotic species: 31.55%   

 
  
Landuse  

• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Barren  

Open space: 
• Green belt 
• Agriculture 
• Barren land 
• Peri-urban 

 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 18 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 5.08 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.13  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 18:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):   
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 123174 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 69.38% 
• Exotic species: 30.62%   

 
The land use is mainly agriculture with 
the presence of Sparse built-up. 
 
Landuse

•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic  
• Green  
• Barren  

 
Open space 

• Green belt 
• Barren land 
• Agriculture 

 
  
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 19 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 11.53 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.628  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 19:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.55 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 5761 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  52.75% 
• Exotic species:  47.25%   

 
Densely populated with built-up with 
two open spaces having large expanse. 
The ratio of native to exotic is almost 
equal.  
 
Land use:  
 

•  
• Commercial 
• Civic  
•   

Open 

• Barren  
•  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 25 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.55 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.054  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 25:  

 

 

 

 



S. no. Land use Guidelines Graphical Representation 

1 Residential/build-
up 

a)  The residential area     should 

encourage community spaces 

within  the society areas    for 

plantation of native species of the 

tree, but not a  monoculture. 

 

2 Agriculture a) The agriculture land can be considered 

for plantation of orchards and other 

native species. 

 

    

Landscape Guidelines 



Total Area    (sq.km):    2.28 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees:  
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
Native species:  61.12 % 
Exotic species:  32.88 %   

 
Majority of the landuse is builtup. With 
some patches of agriculture and dense 
areas.

•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
•  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 20 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 2.28 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.061 sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 20:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    1.28 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 30467 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
§ Native species: 63.43 % 
§Exotic species:  36.57 %   

 

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open   
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 21 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.28 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.05  sq.km. 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 21:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.58 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 3733 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
§ Native species: 60.38%  
§Exotic species:  39.62 %   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas. Native species are more 
abundant then exotic species. 
Landuse: 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Orchards 
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 22 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.58 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.003  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 22:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 16725 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 62.62% 
• Exotic species: 37.38%   

 
The land use of the majority portion of 
ward 23 is built up with the presence of 
some dense vegetation on the riverside 
and few open spaces.  

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•   
•  Green  
•  Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 23 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0 . 6 8  sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.034  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 23:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 4078 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
Native species: 55.95% 
Exotic species: 44.05%   

 
Dominant land use is built-up with few 
patches of dense vegetation. 
 
Landuse:

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Barren  

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 24 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.01 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.011  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 24:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 3652 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
§ Native species: 55.70% 
§Exotic species:  44.30%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas Gaps   are  found   

the streetscape  and the nallah 
whereby a visual buffer can 

 

•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
• Green  
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 42 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.26 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.0015  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 42:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 1427 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 56.76% 
• Exotic species: 43.24%   

 
Dominant landuse is builtup with 
hardly any gaps observed. Some of the 
streetside areas can be used for 
plantation. 
Landuse:

•  
• Commercial 

Open  
• Streetscape 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 49 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.64 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.015  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 49:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    
Built Area    ( sq.km):   
Open Area ( sq.km):   
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 29915 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  63.11% 
• Exotic species:  36.89%   

 
Dominant landuse is agriculture with 
few residential areas. 

•   
•  Commercial  

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 50 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 2.21 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.025  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 50:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 6615 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
Native species:  59.00% 
Exotic species:  41.00%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas. Gaps   are  
found   the streetscape where a 
buffer can be created. 
 

•   
•  Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 51 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.20 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.014  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 51:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 223197 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  68.70% 
• Exotic species:  31.30%   

 
Densely populated with agricultural 
land. Very sparse residential areas are 
present in this ward. Gaps can be found 
in open spaces and barren lands. 
 
Landuse: 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 52 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 11.77 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.96  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 52:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):     
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 57601 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 58.87% 
• Exotic species:  41.13%   

 
Densely populated with builtup areas. 
Gaps can be found in some open 
spaces. Presence of agriculture lands 
along with residential areas.  

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 53 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 7.53 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.25  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 53:  

 

 

 

 



S. no. Land use Guideline
s 

Graphical Representation 

1 Residential a) The     residential    area     should 

encourage  community     spaces 

within   the    society    areas    for 

plantation of native species of the 

tree, but not monoculture. 

 

2 Agriculture a) The agriculture land can be considered 

for plantation of orchards and other 

native species. 

 

    

Landscape Guidelines 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    3.76 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 60708 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 60.5% 
• Exotic species: 39.47%   

 
Densely populated with built-up areas 
with areas of dense vegetation. Gaps 
can be found on the roadside and some 
barren land. 
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 37 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 3.76 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.0086  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 37:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.31 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 4058 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  54.69% 
• Exotic species:  45.31%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas. No open lands are found for 
plantation; gaps can be found in the 
streetscape. 
 
Landuse: 

•  
•  
• Commercial 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 38 Canopy Cover map 
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 The total area of ward 38 is 0.31
Sq.km. There are no gaps found in 
this ward for plantation as its dense-
ly populated with buildup areas. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 38:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.65 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 6035 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 61.06% 
• Exotic species: 38.94%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas with no gaps found. 
Landuse: 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 39 Canopy Cover map 
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The total area of ward 39 is 0.65 
sq. km. The open spaces found in
this ward for plantation are very
small in area, hence they need to 
be checked for fissibility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 39:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    1.92 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 44140 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 60.52% 
• Exotic species: 39.47%   

 
Landuse includes builtup, dense 
vegetation, and some open spaces. 
Gaps can also be found in streetscape.  
 
•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
•  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 40 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 3.76 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.0086  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 40:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    1.45 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 80420 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 60.19% 
• Exotic species: 39.81%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas with gaps found along the 
roadside. 
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 61 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.45 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.05  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 61:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    0.38 
Built Area    ( sq.km):    
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 5838 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 56.45% 
• Exotic species: 43.55%   

 
Densely populated with urban areas 
with no open spaces. Roadside can be 
used for plantation. 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 62 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.38 sq. 
km. there are no open spaces found 
in this ward. The roadside can be 
used to develop a green belt.  

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 62:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):     
Built Area    ( sq.km):   
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 44971 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 59% 
• Exotic species: 41%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas and agricultural land. There are 
no open spaces found in this ward.  
 
Landuse: 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 63 Canopy Cover map 
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The total area of ward 63 is 1.36 
sq. km. There are no open spaces 
found in this ward, roadside areas 
can be used for plantation.  

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 63:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    
Built Area    ( sq.km):   
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):    
Total count of trees: 2854 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  47.37% 
• Exotic species:  52.63%   

 
Mixed landuse of builtup, open spaces 
with sparse vegetation, and some 
agricultural lands. Gaps can be found in 
the open spaces/ barren areas. The 
boundary areas of agricultural land can 
be used for plantation.  

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 64 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.96 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.08  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 64:  

 

 

 

 



S. no. Land use Guideline
s 

Graphical Representation 

1 Residential a) The     residential    area     should 

encourage  community     spaces 

within   the    society    areas    for 

plantation of native species of the 

tree, but not monoculture. 

 

2 Commercial  b) Commercial areas can have a minimum 

setback of plantation of 2m 

     

Landscape Guidelines 



Total Area    (sq.km):    
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):    
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees: 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 58.24% 
• Exotic species:  41.76%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas with some agricultural lands and 
few open spaces/ barren lands with 
sparse vegetation.   
Landuse:  
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 41 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.20 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.025  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 43:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):    
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees:  
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 53.33% 
• Exotic species: 46.67%   

The ward is densely populated with 
built up/ residential areas with no gaps 
found for plantation. 
 
Landuse: 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Peri  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 43 Canopy Cover map 
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The total area of w a r d  4 3  i s  
0.36 sq. km. there are no open 
spaces or gaps found for 
developing a green belt. The one 
marked in green is a private land 
hence cannot be used. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 43:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):   
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):   
Total count of trees:  
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  57.97% 
• Exotic species:  42.03%   

 
Dominant landuse is builtup with few 
small open space areas which can be 
used for some plantations.  
Landuse: 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 44 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.43 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.0014  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 44:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):   
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees:  
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 60% 
• Exotic species:  40%   

 
Mixed land use of built up, barren land 
with vegetation. 
 
Landuse:

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 

Open  
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 45 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.83 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward   in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 45:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees:  
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 62.37% 
• Exotic species: 37.63%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas with some open spaces. There are 
also some patches of vegetation found 
in northern part of ward.

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 46 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.00 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq. km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 46:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees:  
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 56.25% 
• Exotic species:  43.75%   

 
Densely populated with built-up areas 
and agricultural lands can be found in 
the southern part of ward 47. There are 
a few dense vegetation patches found 
as well.   
Landuse: 
 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Agriculture 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 47 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.86 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.014 sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 47:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 49903 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 62.02% 
• Exotic species:  37.98%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas/ built up with many areas of dense 
vegetation. Small open land areas are 
present. 
 
Landuse: 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 48 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.80 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 48:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 52462 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 62.34% 
• Exotic species:  37.66%   

 
Mixed land use of dense vegetation 
areas, agriculture, and residential areas. 
Native species are more abundant than 
exotic species. 
  
Landuse:

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 54 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 3.48 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.04  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 54:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 45945 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  58.57% 
• Exotic species:  41.43%   

 
Densely populated with built-up areas 
Gaps   are  found   
the streetscape. 
   
Landuse:

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 55 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 3.44 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.06 sq.km  

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 55:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 31668 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 60.64% 
• Exotic species:  39.36%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas and some patches with high tree 
and shrub density.  
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Green belt 
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 56 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.27 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.04  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 56:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 25559 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 61.05%  
• Exotic species: 38.95%   

 
Densely populated with buildup and 
agricultural land. 
Landuse: 

•  
•  
• Commercial 

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 57 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.78 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.03  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 57:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 20516 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 58.16% 
• Exotic species: 41.84%   

 
Gaps   are  found   
the streetscape  and some open areas. 
Landuse is prominently residential 
areas and other build-up. 
 
Landuse: 

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 58 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.99 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.018  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 58:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 8948 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 58.02 
• Exotic species:  41.98   

 
Densely populated with buildup area. 
 
Landuse:

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 59 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.50 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.008  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 59:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 30955 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 61.63% 
• Exotic species: 38.37%   

 
Densely populated with build-up area 
with presence of areas with dense 
patches.  
 

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Orchards 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.69 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60:  

 

 

 

 



S. no. Land use Guideline
s 

Graphical Representation 

1 Residential a) The     residential    area     should 

encourage  community     spaces 

within   the    society    areas    for 

plantation of native species of the 

tree, but not monoculture. 

 

2 Commercial  a) Commercial areas can have a minimum 

setback of plantation of 2m 

 

3 Streetscape a) If space is available on sides of road, a 

three-layer plantation can be done.  

b) If space is available on medians of 

roads, shrubs can be planted. 

c) If very little space is available on either 

medians or sides of roads, then herbs 

are suggested to be planted.  

Refer to the page with representation of the streetscape- 

landscape guidelines (Tree canopy cover) 

 

Landscape Guidelines 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 366630 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 57.97% 
• Exotic species: 42.03%   

 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 6 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 18.36 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 1.64  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 6:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 352758 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 64.57% 
• Exotic species:  35.43%   

 
Prominently consist of agricultural 
lands and open lands. Some of the open 
lands have dense vegetation. Few 
clusters of built-up are seen.  
 
Landuse:

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 25.53 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.93  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 7:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 48277 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
•  Native species: 58.86% 
•  Exotic species: 40.57%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas/ builtup 
 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
 

• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Orchards 
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• § Barren  

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 5.53 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.55  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 29:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 22204 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 64.29% 
• Exotic species: 35.71%   

 
Densely populated with barren open 
lands. Most of these areas are used for 
construction purposes. 
 

•  
• Commercial 

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 3.60 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.93  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 30:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees:  17050 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 62.5% 
• Exotic species: 35.58%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas.   
 
Landuse: 
 

•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 2.19 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 31:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 6985 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 59.5% 
• Exotic species: 39.24%   

 
Densely populated with builtup, gaps 
can be found on roadside.  
 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.83 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 32:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 584 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  57.5% 
• Exotic species:  42.5%   

 
The landuse is just builtup with no 
major open areas found for plantation, 
streetside can be developed.   
 
Landuse:

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.39 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.003  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 33:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 1090 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 57.35% 
• Exotic species:  42.65%   

 
Densely populated with built up and 
residential areas, gaps can be found in 
the streetscape.  
 
Landuse: 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.51 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.008  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 34:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 3172 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  63.04% 
• Exotic species:  36.96%   

 
Densely populated with built up. Some 
open lands are present. Gaps can also 
be found in streetscapes.  
 
Landuse:

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 60 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.73 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.06  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 35:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 1902 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  54.55% 
• Exotic species:  45.45%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas, commercial areas. Gaps can be 
found predominantly in streetscape. 
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 36 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.85 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.012  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 36:  

 

 

 

 



S. no. Land use Guideline
s 

Graphical Representation 

1 Residential a) The     residential    area     should 

encourage  community     spaces 

within   the    society    areas    for 

plantation of native species of the 

tree, but not monoculture. 

 

2 Agriculture a) The agriculture land can be considered 

for plantation of orchards and other 

native species. 

 

3 Streetscape a) If space is available on sides of road, a 

three-layer plantation can be done.  

b) If space is available on medians of 

roads, shrubs can be planted. 

c) If very little space is available on either 

medians or sides of roads, then herbs 

are suggested to be planted.  

Refer to the page with representation of the streetscape- 

landscape guidelines (Tree canopy cover) 

 

Landscape Guidelines 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 99471 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 56.9% 
• Exotic species:  43.1%   

 

•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
•  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 1 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 6.05 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.39  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 1:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 1471 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 52.54% 
• Exotic species: 47.46%   

 
Dominant landuse is builtup, with 
some presence of some agricultural 
lands.  
 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
•  
• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 2 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.099 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 2:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 69247 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  61.18% 
• Exotic species:  38.82%   

 
Agricultural fields and builtup are 
prominent landuse seen in this ward. 
Gaps can be found in some open lands 
found in northern part of ward.

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial 
• Civic   

Open  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 3 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 5.99 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.21  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 3:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 26961 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  56.07% 
• Exotic species:  43.93%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
area. Some agricultural fields are 
present in north section of ward. Gaps   
are  found   the 
streetscape. 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 4 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 2.46 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.019  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 4:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 44655 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 59.8% 
• Exotic species: 40.21%   

 
Densely populated with builtup areas 
and agricultural land. Gaps are  

found   the 
streetscape. 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Agricultural 
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 5 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 6 . 5 6  sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.24  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 5:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 12656 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 54.46% 
• Exotic species: 45.54%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas, with presence of water bodies 
and sparse vegetation. Very small 
open lands are present. 
 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 8 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.44 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.019  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 8:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 32006 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 56.76% 
• Exotic species: 43.24%   

 
Densely populated with built up with 
presence of vegetation. Gaps can be 
found in streetscape. And some small 
open lands can be used for plantation. 

•  
•  
•  
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Open  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 9 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.18 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.02  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 9:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 38564 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 58.93% 
• Exotic species: 41.07%   

 
Densely populated with builtup woth 
some dense vegetation spresent in 
some part. 
 
Landuse: 

•  
•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  Green  
•  Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 10 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.64 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.03  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 10:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 1995 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  52.56% 
• Exotic species:  47.44%   

 
Densely populated with built-up areas 
with presence of some grounds. Gaps 
can be found in streetscape.  
 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 11 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.47 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.006  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 11:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 1008 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  55.77% 
• Exotic species:   44.23%   

 
Densely populated with residential 
areas and other builtup. The presence of 
some open grounds can be seen with 
some patches of dense vegetation.  
 

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 12  Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.20 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.008  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 12:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 4246 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 52.63% 
• Exotic species: 47.36%   

 
Residential areas are prominently seen 
in this ward. There is presence of some 
small open/barren lands. Gaps are  

found the 
streetscape   

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
•  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 13  Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 0.60 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.015  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 13:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 10974 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 52.88% 
• Exotic species:  47.12%   

 
Densely populated with built-up areas. 
Some open land areas are present. 
There are also patches with dense 
vegetation. 
 

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Green  
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 26 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.51 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.048  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 26:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 8737 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species:  59.57% 
• Exotic species:  40.43%   

 
Mixed landuse of built up, dense 
vegetation and waterbodies is seen in 
this ward.  

•  
•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Orchards 
• Community gardens 
• Streetscape 
• Peri  
• Barren  

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 27 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 1.97 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.027  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 27:  

 

 

 

 



Total Area    (sq.km):  
Built Area    ( sq.km):  
Open Area ( sq.km):  
 
Canopy cover (%):  
Total count of trees: 122003 
 
 
Ratio of Native species to Exotic 

species 
• Native species: 57.02% 
• Exotic species: 42.98%   

 
The land use is divided in this ward 
with the presence of complete build-up 
in the northern part and dense 
vegetation with waterbody in the 
southern side. 

•  
• Commercial  

Open  
• Reserved  
• Green  
• Orchards 

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

Ward No 28 Canopy Cover map 
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With the total area of 5.35 sq. 
km. The open space area 
including the   Dense tree patch, 
Open land, Other areas, Parks, 
playground, road side plantation 
is about 0.015  sq.km 

Also, it has been observed that 
some of the open spaces  
identified and marked in dark 
green, needs clarification on their 
ownership. 
 
Hence, a further detailed analysis 
of the ward  in terms of its 
ownership needs to be done  
before plantation  by the PCMC. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ward No 28:  

 

 

 

 



S. no. Land use Guideline
s 

Graphical Representation 

1 Residential a) The     residential    area     should 

encourage  community     spaces 

within   the    society    areas    for 

plantation of native species of the 

tree, but not monoculture. 

 

2 Agriculture a) The agriculture land can be considered 

for plantation of orchards and other 

native species. 

 

3 Streetscape a) If space is available on sides of road, a 

three-layer plantation can be done.  

b) If space is available on medians of 

roads, shrubs can be planted. 

c) If very little space is available on either 

medians or sides of roads, then herbs 

are suggested to be planted.  

Refer to the page with representation of the streetscape- 

landscape guidelines (Tree canopy cover) 

 

Landscape Guidelines 



 



CHAPTER 7



andscape guidelines L
As discussed in earlier chapters, urban green spaces are critical for 
making the city sustainable, healthy and energy efficient. However, for 
urban green spaces to contribute to the optimum, the city needs to be 
planned, designed, developed and managed/maintained appropriately 
so that they  are accessible both in terms of area and population 
coverage. The urban green spaces generates diverrse set of eco-systems 
of substaintial significance for human well-being and their dynamics are 
shaped by human activities. Many green spaces in the cities have got 
disconnected due to the rapid and random urbanization from the wider 
environment which tends to lose biodiversity characteristics. Hence, 
protecting the green spaces in isolation will often fail to sustain the 
capacity of the urban ecosystems to generate value and therefore they 
have to be well integrated in the overall city landscape which can 
resonate well with the urban development of the city. 

Some of the benefits of the urban green spaces are listed as below in the 
major heads of :
1. Ecological benefits 
2. Physical benefits 
3. Social benefits 
4. Planning perspective 
5. Economy benefits

Ecological benefits:

Ÿ Trees absorb pollutants; moderate the impact of human activities by,  
for example, absorbing pollutants and releasing oxygen

Ÿ They contribute to the maintenance of a healthy urban environment by 
providing clean air, water and soil

Ÿ Green vegetation has been shown to lower wall surface temperatures 
by 3-5⁰C, which led to reduced air conditioning load by an average of 
50%

Ÿ They improve the urban micro climate and maintain the balance of the 
city’s natural urban environment

Ÿ They preserve the local natural and cultural heritage by providing 
habitats for a diversity of wildlife and conserve a diversity of urban 
resources

Physical benefits: 

Ÿ Urban forests act as temperature buffers providing the shade in 
summer, and wind breaks in the winter in addition to reducing noise 
pollution and CO  levels and providing a habitat  for wildlife2

Ÿ Urban greening offers improvements in air, water and land resources 
by absorbing air pollutants, increasing water catchment in flood plain 
surfaces, and stabilizing soil
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Social benefits:

Ÿ Green spaces provide a refreshing contrast to the concrete jungle made up of harsh 
shape, color and textures, and hence stimulate the senses with their simple color, sound 
and smell making it pleasant environment

Ÿ Particular types of green spaces may offer a bigger biodiversity of land uses and 
opportunities for a wide range of activities, help to foster active lifestyles and can be real 
benefit to the health

Ÿ Well managed and maintained green spaces contribute to social interaction by creating 
opportunities for people for all ages to interact and communicate with the environment

Ÿ Urban green spaces emphasize the diversity of urban areas by reflecting the different 
communities they serve and meeting their varying needs

Ÿ They enhance the cultural life by providing venues for local festivals, civic celebrations 
and any other performances

Ÿ Urban green spaces provide safe play spaces for children, contribute to children’s 
physical, mental and social development and hence also play an important role in the 
basic education of school children

Planning perspective: 

Ÿ From the planning perspective, a hierarchy and network of quality green spaces 
integrating residential areas with the commercial and other land uses improve the 
accessibility and attractiveness of local facilities and various employment centers.

Ÿ Well-designed networks which are preferably continuous green spaces encourage 
people to travel safely across the city by non vehicular movements encouraging more 
walkability, reducing  the carbon footprint and increasing the happiness index of the 
city. 

Ÿ Furthermore, well designed urban green spaces provide a barrier to noise and can 
effectively functions as visual barriers also. 

Ÿ For any city which is developing radially, green spaces in terms of the greenbelt as 
peripheral boundary can also define the limits and also control the urban sprawl to most 
of the extent

Ÿ Proper landscape areas within the city acts as a urban green lungs which are essential 
for any city to make the city more liveable and better environment to  dwell in

Economic benefits: 

Ÿ Property owners value urban greenery by the premium they pay to live in the 
neighborhood  of urban green spaces and public parks. Plots and flats abutting the park 
add to the property value. In densely populated areas this effect is even more 
pronounced. For example, view of green spaces and proximity to water bodies increases 
the real estate prices

Ÿ Impact of neighborhood parks on the transaction price of multi-storied residential units 
in cities illustrate the fact that neighborhood parks could increase price. This is majorly 
the scenario in the most urbanized areas of the city

Ÿ  Urban shady trees offer significant benefits in reducing building air conditioning load 
and improving urban air quality by reducing smog. The savings associated with these 
benefits vary widely by climatic region and also on the urban development. 
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Despite the enormous benefits that urban green spaces provide there is a serious
lack of information about the quantity and quality of urban green spaces. Data on
per capita availability of open spaces is scanty and scarce. However, with new
integrated approaches to combine strategic planning for green spaces with
innovative design and delivery and the active involvement of the community at all
levels, urban green spaces may be part of the ecological development of city.
Ideally there has to be struck a right balance between the built and natural
environment. Amidst concretization in the cities and towns in terms of building
multi storied apartments, commercial complexes and institutional buildings, there
has to be conscious efforts from Urban Local bodies and Urban Development
Authorities to provide for adequate green cover.
 
Pimpri Chinchwad has a mixed land use development in the developed area which is in the 
core of the city and also some proposed plans for the ones which are under development. 
The guidelines are inclined more towards the under development areas. The areas which 
are already developed the guidelines would be very specific to the maintenance side. 
Pimpri  Chinchwad green spaces can be basically  categorized into the following 
categories: 

Ÿ Public realm landscape guidelines: This segment would deal with the streetscape/ 
avenue plantation, parks and open spaces, including sustainability, parking lots, 
stormwater management. This is basically the non direct relation to the built 
infrastructure with the landscape of the city and its inter connections. 

Ÿ Private realm landscape guidelines: This segment deals with the privately owned land, 
including residential buildings, plots and townships, commercial edge, institutional 
areas and semi open spaces. 

The vision for laying down the guidelines is to make the Pimpri Chinchwad region a 
community which has excellence in all areas_ economical, environmental, cultural and 
social while maintaining  the community’s heritage and charm. 

The guiding  principles for achieving the vision are as follows: 

1. Complete Community: Minimize the conflict between land uses while encouraging the 
development of a complete community which meets resident’s needs for daily living 
throughout an entire lifetime.

2. Economic Development: Maintain a strong and diverse economy based on the most 
advanced available infrastructure, as well as a strong education system.

3. Environmental Protection: Protect and enhance the City’s natural environment 
including the natural heritage and open space system, air quality and water quality and 
quantity, as well as providing protection from natural hazards.  

4. Sustainable Development: Work to ensure that development is socially, 
environmentally and economically sustainable with the resilience to respond to climate 
change. 

5. Intensification: Encourage appropriate intensification and infill, including mixed use 
development, which reflects the existing heritage context of the City with respect to factors such as 
height and design.
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6. Heritage Preservation: Protect areas, landmarks and features which provide a 
physical link to the early development of Stratford and which contribute to its distinct 
character and sense of place.

7. Community Improvement: Upgrade physical, economic and social conditions 
where such conditions have been identified as being below accepted standards or where 
necessary to achieve the City’s goals for economic development.

8. Transportation System for all users: A coordinated approach to planning and 
transportation that creates a transportation system for all users be they pedestrians, 
drivers, cyclists, or transit riders, regardless of physical ability or age.

9. Public Participation: Provide ample, effective and meaningful opportunities to 
increase public awareness and participation in the planning process using an approach 
which is responsive and flexible.

Public Realm Landscape Guidelines: 

1. Streetscape/ Avenue Plantation: 
Pimpri Chinchwad has various road hierarchy starting from highways, arterial roads, 
secondary roads, tertiary roads, services roads. The tree cover lane is directly proportional 
to the width of the roads in the hierarchy. Each hierarchy of the streets within the Pimpri 
Chinchwad region should have minimum 2 rows of the plantation on the either side of the 
road/ street from the list of species which are mentioned in the chapter 5. The tree species 
and its center to center distance should be as per the canopy cover of the tree species which 
is going to be selected. For highways, the plantation zone should be treated separately as 
per the National  Highway Authority India guidelines. The median in the highway roads 
should be planted with the tall shrubs or small trees in order to avoid the glare from the 
other side of the road. It also helps in reducing the heat island effect of the roads making it 
more user friendly. 

The first and subsequent rows of plantations along the highways except the last row should 
be worked out based on the land availability within the ROW along the various sections. In 
case of urban and semi-urban areas, where because of land constraints, only one row of 
plantation possible, ornamental species is should be planted instead of shade bearing 
species. A combination of ornamental, shade and screening trees have been 
recommended. The number of rows and the repetition of the trees and their type vary with 
the landscape section, the Typical Cross Section and the space available in the ROW for tree 
plantation. 
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For the other arterial roads/ secondary roads and tertiary roads it is important that the 
streets should be designed in a way that the character is defined for the street. It is also 
essential that the tree planting allows for mature and healthy growth for a variety of 
species. The major arterial roads are not less than 45m in width which includes the service 
roads, carriageways, bus transit way, provision of the future expansion along with the 
plantation strips, multi-functional zones and pedestrian cum cycling zone. 

The minimum of 5 plantation strips should be kept as provision during the development 
phase. The  plantation on the either side of the service roads and the multi functional zone, 
the central median and the two side median between the carriageway and the service 
roads. The minimum ideal width which should be considered is 1.8m to 2.0m for any tree 
and lower storey to develop and flourish. The plantation strips/ row would decreased 
depending on the width of the road. The ideal road cross section is explained as below: 

Objective of streetscape/ avenue planting: 
Ÿ To reduce the impacts of air pollution and dust as trees and shrubs are known to be 

natural sink for air pollutants.
Ÿ To provide much needed shade on glaring hot roads during summer.
Ÿ To reduce the impact of ever increasing noise pollution caused due to increase in 

number of vehicles.
Ÿ To arrest soil erosion at the embankment slopes.
Ÿ Prevention of glare from the headlight of incoming vehicles.
Ÿ Moderating the effect of wind and incoming radiation.

The main objective of the streetscape is to provide shade. The trees which should be 
selected for the plantation for the streetscape that is for the side medians and the 
plantation zones are mentioned as follows:
i. Trees with high crown forms secure better visibility and are therefore ideal.
ii. Trees that retain their foliage longest are preferred to deciduous trees
iii. Trees with long gestation period and having rapid growth and a capacity to resist 
fungal and insects attack form ideal avenues.

The central median should be mostly an ornamental tree along with mixed plantation 
based on the aesthetic effects of the streetscape.The shrubs to be planted in the median 
should be of low or medium height for prevention of the headlight glare. One to two rows of 
flowering shrubs will be provided according to varying width of the median in different 
sections. In sections where the median width is less than 1.5m only grasses turf is 
proposed. Some herbaceous species may also be planted as a ground cover, not only on 
the medians but also on special landscapes and embankment slopes.

The surface for the median plantation should be well prepared. The masses of loose 
derbies on the median and any convexities will be removed and similarly any concavities 
are to be filled by good soil. The surface should have sufficient layer of good quality soil so 
as to have a better growth and survival of grasses and shrubs.
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Guidelines for Streetscape/ Avenue Plantation:

Ÿ Street trees and landscaping should be comprised of locally adapted/ native species. 
Plants that grow naturally in the City of Pimpri Chinchwad are adapted to the local 
climate and soil conditions and can survive with minimum upkeep, use of fertilizer, 
pesticide or irrigation.

Ÿ Soil infrastructure should be improved on places where trees will be planted. This will 
ensure the long term health of the tree and benefits to the community.

Ÿ Street trees should generally be located within the plantation zone and should be offset 
a minimum of 1.5 metres from the curb to accommodate snow storage, large vehicle 
movements and minimize salt damage and other underground  infrastructure facilities . 
Where this is not possible, street trees should be located between the sidewalk and the 
public right-of-way.

Ÿ Trees should be spaced consistently at 5.0 to 7.0 metre intervals based on mature size. 
Appropriate clearances from utility boxes, street lights and sight triangles should be 
considered.

Ÿ

Ÿ Careful consideration should be given to the type and location of trees to ensure that 
higher branching trees are positioned to mitigate potential interference with large 
vehicles such as trucks. Sight lines should also be considered in the location of trees 
planted at intersections.

Ÿ Existing street trees should be preserved wherever possible, as mature street trees 
create a greater sense of enclosure along roads. If existing street trees die, they should 
be replanted with trees that will grow to be comparable in size.

Ÿ Utilities should be located, where feasible, on one side of the road to help create more 
favorable growing conditions for trees.

Ÿ Local street pavement widths (from curb to curb) should be minimized to reduce 
impervious surfaces and stormwater runoff and to maximize plantation areas (from curb 
edge to building face) for future planting.

Ÿ Bioswales are an approach for maximizing water infiltration and cleansing runoff and 
should be considered for incorporation into the design of roads where soil conditions 
permit.
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Environmental Principles

Elements Reduce Impact on 
Environmental 

Resources

Improve Water Quality Reduce Energy 
Consump�on

Reduce Light Pollu�on

- Trees Provide natural habitat 
for biodiversity and aid in 
habitat connec�vity. 

Trees absorb air 
pollutants and improve 
local air quality

Use of na�ve species
minimizes irriga�on 
water demand. 

Treated grey water for 
irriga�on

Tree pit sizes that allow 
future healthy growth of 
tree

Foliage intercepts rain 
and roots retain storm 
water.

Large canopy trees 
provide shade, reduce 
ambient air temperature
and  reduce heat island 
effect leading to cooler 
surroundings and lower 
energy demand.

Trees should not obstruct 
street ligh�ng and traffic 
signals. Tree plan�ng 
plan and ligh�ng plan has 
to be prepared in 
conjunc�on.

Environmental Principles

Elements Reduce Impact on 
Environmental 

Resources

Improve Water Quality Reduce Energy 
Consump�on

Reduce Light Pollu�on

- Landscaped 
Medians

Greening would provide
natural habitat for 
biodiversity and aid in 
habitat connec�vity.
Median vegeta�on 
improves air quality.
Treated grey water for 
irriga�on

Median landscaping 
intercepts storm water
reducing flow volume 
and �me and removing 
contaminants

Landscaping reduces heat 
island effect. 

Trees in medians can 
provide a fuller canopy
and provide a highly 
cooling effect on
immediate surroundings, 
thus reducing heat island 
effect.

Full cut off light fixtures 
illuminate road area and 
avoid excess light 

Solar powered luminaires

- Parking Trees and landscaping 
provides shade, reduces 
ambient temperature 
and also provides habitat 
for biodiversity.

Permeable paving 
increases reten�on �me 
of storm water runoff 
and reduces runoff 
quan�ty

Porous nature of 
permeable paving and 
shading reduces heat 
island effect.

Covered parking area 
provides shade and can 
generate electricity with 
use of solar panels. 

Use of coa�ngs or 
integral colorants added 
to increase reflec�vity.

Full cut off light fixtures 
illuminate road area and 
avoid excess light 

Solar powered luminaires

- Landscape 
strips

Use of porous surface 
materials
Use na�ve species that 
are less water intensive 
and more resilient to 
local condi�ons
Treated grey water for 
irriga�on
Provides habitat 
connec�vity

Bioswales increase
reten�on �me of storm 
water runoff, reduce 
runoff quan�ty and 
improve runoff quality

Landscaping reduces 
ambient air temperatures 
leading to cooler 
surroundings and hence 
reduced energy demand 
for cooling.

-
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60m ROW

45m ROW

30m ROW

Representation of the Streetscape -Landscape Guidelines (Tree Canopy cover)
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Parking Areas:

The most desirable plant material in parking area is trees and shrubs. Trees provide shade 
in summer and improve the environment of a car park, provide a visual break to the 
appearance, screen off parking areas and define some of the rows of parking. In urban 
situations and particularly in congested areas where large parking spaces are required, 
planting may be affected by atmospheric pollution in several ways. In parking areas such 
trees should be planted which are suitable for situations where they will be exposed to 
pollution. It should be noted that deciduous trees shed leaves intermittently and 
maintenance is needed to keep drainage clear. Therefore, this aspect should be taken into 
account while planting trees, in parking areas. Shady and flowering trees are most suitable 
for parking areas.High branching trees with tree grates and shrubbery on hard paving 
surfaces are recommended for ease of maintenance. Sod surface or shrubs are 
recommended as ground cover at the perimeter of lots.

Storm Water Management:
Stormwater Management (SWM) facilities should be publicly accessible and integrated as 
part of the open space network throughout the city of Pimpri Chinchwad. SWM facilities can 
be designed to combine their function with amenities for residents and the local 
community.

Design guidelines: 
Ÿ To promote SWM facilities as an important and desirable component of the open space 

system, street and block patterns should enhance views and access through street 
frontage.

Ÿ SWM facilities should be designed as positive visual features and incorporate an 
arrangement of formal planting, seating and paths that do not interfere with their 
function.

Ÿ The design of SWM ponds should avoid fencing in order to promote public access and 
surveillance opportunities.

Ÿ Public education displays should be integrated into SWM facilities to be used to increase 
public awareness and appreciation of the local environment.

Ÿ Planting within SWM facilities should be compatible with the adjacent natural areas.
Ÿ For managing access shallow slopes should be considered for direct access areas and 

overlooks with railings or densely planted areas should be applied to discourage direct 
access, where appropriate.

Ÿ A hierarchy of design treatments should be developed to address the various conditions 
of SWM design and locations including urbanized edges.

Ÿ Edges of SWM ponds/strips abutting the open space system should remain naturalized.
Ÿ The water level in stormwater management ponds is designed to fluctuate in response 

to storm events and therefore accessibility under these circumstances may need to be 
limited (i.e. through dense landscaping).

Ÿ Where feasible, provide sitting areas with pathway connections at SWM pond edges to 
encourage public safety through frequent use and surveillance opportunities of these 
areas.

Ÿ Urbanization of stormwater management ponds/ strips will be considered within the city 
based on the context and abutting land uses, such as within Commercial Areas and 
along Arterial Roads.

Ÿ Urbanized stormwater management ponds/strips should maintain appropriate targets 
for water quality, erosion and flood storage.

Ÿ The use of paved edges for the function of creating a positive community amenity should 
be designed to minimize any impacts on the pond’s form and function.
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2. Parks/ Gardens/ Orchards/ Open Spaces:

Trees in such recreational spaces are very essential as they not only provide 
environmental benefits but also aesthetics which is an important parameter in the 
recreational areas. The parks and gardens of Pimpri Chinchwad are isolated breathing 
spaces. This breathing spaces are inter connected via streetscape/ avenue plantation, 
greenbelt, buffer plantation. 
Such spaces needs to be designed in a way that it equally merges with the other cityscape 
area and respond with them via tree species and tree cover. The gardens which are already 
developed needs to be maintained and if any gap are found needs to be filled in by 
appropriate approach. The ones which are yet to be built, should consider the following 
guidelines for the development of such spaces: 

Ÿ The spaces should be selected whereby 
it is accessible by major of the 
population. 

Ÿ The spaces should promote more of the 
mixed type of vegetation but mostly the 
native species as it enhances the 
biodiversity.

Ÿ The parks and gardens should have 
adequate spaces for all the activities of 
the recreation.

Ÿ The landscape designers/ architect 
should ensure that the design will 
reflect the ecological sensitive design 
promoting ecological benefits. 

Ÿ  Biodiversity plates of the trees should 
be used mentioning the name and the 
benefits/ uniqueness as a piece of 
information to make people more 
sensitized.

Ÿ The open spaces should offer citizens to 
interact with the nature without any 
barrier. 

Ÿ The periphery of the open space should 
be planted by shade giving trees, which 
can also act as visual barriers and hence 
provide safety.

Ÿ The maintenance of the trees in the 
open spaces and the gardens are also 
very important. 

Ÿ Educational programs should be 
incorporated in the school curriculum to 
spread in awareness among the 
children.   
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3. Nature trails/ Buffer/ Greenbelts:

Ÿ The other alternative way to connect the other isolated open green spaces within the 
Pimpri Chinchwad is to connect them with is by trails which can be the green network for 
the city apart from streetscape. 

Ÿ Recreational trails on streets and within open spaces should be planned in accordance 
with the Parks and Trails Master Plan in a coordinated manner to connect with existing 
and proposed trails in other parts of the city. 

Ÿ The design of recreational trails should reflect the function and nature of the type of 
open space it occupies. Trails designed for use by utilitarian cyclists should generally be 
a minimum of 3.0 m wide to allow for two way cyclist and/or pedestrian passage.

Ÿ The tree canopy should be enough to provide in shade, but not a thicket one which 
covers the entire pathway densely making it less user friendly. For Buffer and 
greenbelts species should be planted in hierarchy starting with center to center 7m, 
followed by 5m and the last row at 3m center to center.  

Ÿ Trails should be accessible and visible from the public street or other public areas to 
enhance safety.

Ÿ Trails should be planted with native species with a minimum distance of 7m to ensure 
proper visibility from the other areas, but still gives the sense of direction and 
aesthetics. 

Ÿ Trails should be accessible and visible from the public street or other public areas to 
enhance safety.

Ÿ Lower shrubs/ grasses should be selected on the basis of the following:
1. Low maintenance and upkeep
2. Provides wilderness effect
3. Pest and diseases resistant species
4. Fast growing species 
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4. Water bodies and Waterfront Developments:

Ÿ Trees selected should be able to do the 
following: 

1. Provide shade to the open green space/ 
recreation space
2. Should be tolerant to water logging and be 
able to adjust the humidity level
3. Low maintenance
4. Salt resistant 
5. Pest and diseases resistant
6. Native species attracting more biodiversity to 
the water body
7. Evergreen in most of the cases, but a mix of 
both deciduous and evergreen can work best 
depending on the vibrancy, texture, foliage and 
user need of the space. 

Ÿ Access from the main road should be 
provided, a visual directional by trees can be 
looked upon as to increase the aesthetic view 
of the space. 

5. Slum area adjacent to urban developed area:

Ÿ To provide a visual barrier in between the two 
development it is always preferable to have 
buffer landscape of the mixed tree plantation.

Ÿ  Depending upon the size of the development, 
width of the plantation should be decided, at 
least 2 layers of plantation should be 
considered. This will also reduce the impact of 
the urban sprawl. 

6. Educational and Institutional areas:

Ÿ The trees play an important role in such areas 
as they not only provide the urban green 
benefits but also educational information to 
the youth generation.

Ÿ The tree selection should be based on the 
following:

1. Shade giving
2. Sensory information giving trees
3. Evergreen species 
4. Dense foliage with tall trunk in order to have 
better visibility
5. Low maintenance and upkeep
6. Easy to replace species 
7. Pest and diseases resistant species  
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Private realm landscape guidelines: 

1. Residential Areas: 

Ÿ  Street trees are generally recommended to be planted back from the sidewalk (i.e. away 
from the roadway) to prevent damage from salts and confined soil area and to promote 
mature growth. However, street trees may be planted within a landscaped plantation 
strip (minimum 2.5 m wide) beside the curb edge.

Ÿ Where buildings are set back from the front lot line, front yards should be landscaped with 
trees, shrubs and native plants to promote amenity and privacy for private 
developments.

Ÿ Landscaping should differentiate site areas including parking, building fore courts, 
courtyards, gardens and sidewalks to give each site a distinct, clearly defined character.

Ÿ Landscaping should mitigate expansive or blank building facades in the form of clustered 
trees or other forms of planting, which can have a softening effect.

Ÿ High-branching deciduous trees, which are aligned on the front property line, should be 
coordinated with street trees to maintain views through to private development.

Ÿ  Plant material in areas of high pedestrian activity should be:
1. Low maintenance, pest and disease resistant. 
2. Free of features that could poison or cause injury to pedestrians (i.e. large fruit). 
3. Selected and placed to ensure clear views into and out of amenity spaces. 
4. Arranged to provide maximum affect and efficiencies in maintenance and watering. 
5. Varied, interesting and full-form during all seasons of the year.
6. Not so deep rooting trees as they  might harm the compound wall if planted 
inappropriately.

Ÿ  Fruit bearing trees/ community tree area/ native species along with their biodiversity 
plates should be used to educate the community.  
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2. Industrial and Commercial Areas:

Ÿ Trees for the industrial area should be selected on the basis of the following criteria’s:
1. Green house gases absorbing/ pollution tolerant species 
2. Shade giving 
3. Pests and diseases resistant
4. Broad leaf tree species which provide more absorbing surfaces
5. Evergreen native species 
6. Uniqueness
7. Easy to maintain and upkeep with minimal working

Ÿ Industrial plots should have a setback of minimum of 5m from the plot boundary, which 
can be utilized for tree plantation in the landscape guidelines of development. 

Ÿ Commercial areas can also have square plazas which can have urban green pockets with 
native plantation of trees. 

Ÿ Along the streetscape plantation strip their can be provision of the tree pockets where 
trees can be planted to add on the canopy cover to the whole space. This will also make 
the temperature ambient for the pedestrians to use the walkway

Ÿ Trees planted in both industrial and commercial zones should bring in sense of space and 
unique identity to that particular portion from the rest of the green spaces. They can 
vary in the texture, foliage patterns, evergreen, deciduous species or mixed species.  
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CHAPTER 8



rotected plantation plan for Exotic and Native Plant from pests and diseases.

It currently contains approximately 1,000 pests and diseases, with 
around 5 new risks added to the register every month. Approximately 
30% of the pests and pathogens listed on the register are recognized as 
being capable of attacking trees. Risks to tree health have increased in 
recent years for a number of reasons.

Native plants are adapted to local environmental conditions, they require 
far less water, saving time, money. In addition to providing vital habitat 
for birds, many other species of wildlife benefits as well. The native 
species are comparatively less vulnerable to the pests and the diseases. 

Benefits of Native Plants:
Low maintenance:
Once established, native plants generally require little maintenance.

Aesthetics:
Many native plants offer beautiful showy flowers, produce abundant 
colorful fruits and seeds, and brilliant seasonal changes in colors from 
the pale, thin greens of early spring, to the vibrant yellows and reds of 
autumn. 

Healthy Places for People:
Lawns and the ubiquitous bark-mulched landscapes are notorious for 
requiring profuse amounts of artificial fertilizers and synthetic 
chemical pesticides and herbicides. The traditional suburban lawn, on 
average, has 10x more chemical pesticides per acre than farmland. By 
choosing native plants for your landscaping, you are not only helping 
wildlife, but you are creating a healthier place for yourself, your 
family, and your community. 

Helping the Climate:
Landscaping with native plants can combat climate change. In 
addition to the reduced noise and carbon pollution from lawn mower 
exhaust, many native plants, especially long-living trees like oaks and 
maples, are effective at storing the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide. 

Conserving Water:
Because native plants are adapted to local environmental conditions, 
they require far less water, saving time, money, and perhaps the most 
valuable natural resource, water.

Wildlife:
In addition to providing vital habitat for birds, many other species of 
wildlife benefits as well. The colorful array of butterflies and moths, 
including the iconic monarch, the swallowtails, tortoise shells, and 
beautiful blues, are all dependent on very specific native plant species. 
Native plants provide nectar for pollinators including hummingbirds, 
native bees, butterflies, moths, and bats. They provide protective 
shelter for many mammals. The native nuts, seeds, and fruits 
produced by these plants offer essential foods for all forms of wildlife. 93



Native Plants Have Better Pest Resistance

Native plants are much more resistant to pests. Native plants, on the other hand, grow 
naturally in your area. If they grow there on their own, they have obviously learned 
how to survive the local pests. This resistance to pests also means less use of 
dangerous pesticides. It means the quantity required for the insecticides and the 
frequencies are also comparatively low and hence can be pest free green cover can be 
achieved.  

Control and Management 

Once the containment process is established, a multitude of strategies to control, manage 
and eradicate the pest may be implemented. An effective and swift control of invasive 
species is necessary to prevent their numbers from rapidly increasing and spreading 
quickly to affect larger geographic areas. Pest disease management and controls that will 
be most effective are dependent on the plant pest or disease. Factors to be considered 
when determining the most appropriate pest management method include:

Ÿ   Size or the affected geographic area 
Ÿ   Estimated number of pests 
Ÿ   Pest life cycle stage 
Ÿ   Whether the affected area is urban, rural, flat or mountainous
Ÿ   Time of year 
Ÿ   Cost Relative to the effectiveness of the strategy

All insects are not pests. One should know the insects, which are beneficial to mankind. 
Dragonflies, damselflies, praying mantis, lacewings and lady beetles feed on other insect 
pests. Bees help in pollinating flowers, upon which fruiting and seed formation depends. 
Using insecticides indiscriminately can cause harm to the beneficial insects too

Insect Pests, Diseases, Weeds – Prevention & Control

Insect Pests : Insect pests can be divided in to 3 main groups :
1. Chewing insects
2. Sucking insects

Chewing insects 

Grasshoppers: Camouflage easily on plants due 
to their green or brownish colors. These insects 
cut irregular cuts and punctures on leaves. 
Tender shoots too are eaten. Their droppings 
are like tiny pieces of charcoal. As they hop from 
plant to plant, grasshoppers may be or may not 
be present on the damaged plant.

Brown tussock caterpillar: It is a larva of a moth 
which lays its white eggs in clusters, usually on 
the underside of leaves. The tiny, hairy 
caterpillars in a flock start scraping leaves. This 
makes the affected leaves look translucent. As 
they grow, they start nibbling the leaves, which 
get cut irregularly. Tender shoots, flower buds 
too are affected. Droppings of the caterpillars 
are globular.
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Chafer beetle: This beetle too causes irregular cuts 
and pictures on leaves. This insect is active in rainy 
season. The chafer beetle is a nocturnal creature and 
causes the damage only at night time. During the 
day they hide in the soil.

Lemon Butterfly Caterpillar: This common and 
beautiful butterfly lays its solitary eggs on leaves of 
citrus plants. The tiny caterpillars, which hatch out of 
the eggs, resemble droppings of sparrows in colour 
and shape. Leaves and new growth is all chewed up. 
As the caterpillar grows bigger, it acquires green 
colour and then easily camouflages amongst the 
foliage.

Leaf Tier Caterpillar: This pale green caterpillar with 
black head is a larva of a moth. Plants of ginger 
family are targeted by this caterpillar. As the name 
implies, this caterpillar rolls and ties a leaf edge with 
silky secretion. Under the rolled edge, the caterpillar 
hides and eats leaves.

Semi Looper: These wire thin caterpillars are experts 
in camouflaging. They are always of the same color 
of the plant on which they feed. Apart from the color 
of their body, when they detect some trouble, they 
stand erect on their hind legs; and as a result look 
very much like a leaf stalk. Unlike other caterpillars, 
a semi looper walks by forming a loop between its 
extremes and then stretching. 

Sucking insects 

Aphids: These winged or wingless, tiny insects flock 
in great numbers on tender shoots and flower buds 
and suck the sap. They flock and breed in such 
profusion that they cover the entire stems and flower 
buds. They are more common in winters. Aphids 
attack most cultivated plants. Apart from causing 
the damage by sucking the sap, they are also 
capable of infecting the plants with viral, bacterial 
and fungal diseases.
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Scales: Brownish irregular scaly growth on 
branches of hibiscus plants is actually colonies of 
brown scale insects. These are soft bodied insects 
with brown or blackish color, having spine-like 
outgrowth on their bodies. Hard scales, 
resembling mini shields, cover entire stems of 
rose plants. All scale insects are capable of 
movement in their juvenile stage only. The hard 
scales insects, as they settle on plants to suck the 
sap, start secreting a waxy substance. This Wax 
covers their bodies entirely, thus making them 
immobile and impregnable from contact type of 
insecticides.

Mealy Bugs: This common wooly and white insect 
attacks most plants in a garden. Due to their 
fungus-like appearance and immobility, many 
people confuse them with fungus. However, below 
the wooly growth, they have extremely soft, pink 
bodies. Like aphids and scales, they too flock in 
great number on plants. These insects attack all 
parts of a plant, even the roots.

Thrips: The thrips are so tiny that they cannot be 
seen easily. They are winged and are capable of 
flight. Thrips cause immense damage to tender 
shoots and flower buds. Thrips have saw-like 
mouth parts with which they rasp the parts of 
plant and suck the juice. The affected parts look as 
if they are burnt. These insect are more common 
in hot summer days. As the damage caused by 
them resembles sunburns, people unaware of the 
presence of these insects, normally confuse the 
damage to be of sunburn.

Jassids: They are also known as leaf hoppers. 
These tiny, winged insects are common in 
monsoon. Very often, attracted by lights, they 
come in houses at night. They are about the size of 
a wheat grain and the colors vary from green to 
brown.

Red Mites: Mites are not insects. Mites are tiny 
spiders, red or brown in color. They attack most 
plants. Their presence is indicated by dusty 
formations on the affected leaves. This is due to 
the dust, which settles on the webs spun by these 
tiny creatures. The affected leaves also show 
numerous colorless spots. This is due to constant 
sucking of plant juices. 
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Leaf-Cutting Bee: This is a type of a bee and is 
comparatively harmless. This bee cuts neat, circular 
or oval pieces of leaves only along the leaf edge. The 
pieces so cut are rolled to form a nest to lay the eggs. 
The leaf-cutting bee does not chew plant parts, 
neither does it suck sap.

Boring, mining & Soil insects 

Citrus Leaf Miner: This minute caterpillar mines 
irregular shaped and glistening galleries in citrus 
leaves. Due to its habit of hiding inside the leaf, it is 
impervious to contact insecticides.

Ixora Caterpillar: These tiny brown caterpillars 
attack new shoots of Ixora and also the buds and 
flowers. The caterpillar bores through buds and as it 
eats, it secretes a waterproof web around the 
affected area. The webs are full of the caterpillar's 
droppings.

Digger Wasp: Tunnels on pruned stems of a rose 
plant are made by these tiny wasps. The tunneled 
stem dries and dies. This tunnel could harbor fungal 
or bacterial infection like die back or canker disease.

Gall causing Caterpillars: The swollen outgrowths on 
a stem of Bhendi or Tondli creeper are caused by a 
tiny caterpillar. The affected stems get deformed and 
then wither and die. 
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Bark Eating Caterpillar: Unlike other caterpillars, 
this attacks only the matured, woody trees. The 
caterpillar starts eating the bark first but 
gradually bores through the wood and travels 
upwards in the branch. The bored branch 
ultimately dies. Continued infestation can kill a 
giant tree.

Ants: Ants are capable of damaging the seeds. 
Sometimes they carry off the seeds sown. Due to 
their tunneling in ground, they are capable of 
disturbing roots of saplings, but otherwise they 
do not harm plants directly. Some sucking insects 
like aphids and mealy bugs secrete sugary drops. 
These sugary drops attract the ants. Ants help the 
sucking insects by carrying their (sucking 
insects') young ones to new sites. As the branch 
dries due to constant sapping of juices, the 
sucking insects, which are almost immobile, 
perish along with the branch. This would deprive 
the ants of their favorite food. Thus the ant helps 
the insects in return for the sugary drops. 

White Grubs: These are larvae of beetles. Both 
larvae and the beetle are pests. Grubs gnaw at 
roots and the beetles chew the greens. Adult 
beetles lay their eggs in decaying matter. Their 
infection starts normally through farmyard 
manure or compost pits. 

Snails and slugs: These pests affect only the 
damp areas in a garden. Mostly they shelter in the 
soil in the day time and feed on plants by night. 
They leave a sticky glistening trail as they crawl. 
Snails have shells on their backs and slugs have 
no shells. They are bisexual creatures and can 
reproduce even without mating. In dry spells they 
go in to hibernation and wake up when seasons 
are favorable.

Millipedes: Millipedes normally eat decomposed 
matter in soil. However, if starved of food, they 
may devour roots.

Pill Bugs: Pill bugs are soft bodied insects, which 
look like tiny cockroaches. They feed on tender 
hair roots. When disturbed, they roll in to a ball 
shape; hence the name pill bugs.
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Leaf-Cutting Bee: This is a type of a bee and is 
comparatively harmless. This bee cuts neat, 
circular or oval pieces of leaves only along the leaf 
edge. The pieces so cut are rolled to form a nest to 
lay the eggs. The leaf-cutting bee does not chew 
plant parts, neither does it suck sap.

Boring, mining & Soil insects 

Citrus Leaf Miner: This minute caterpillar mines 
irregular shaped and glistening galleries in citrus 
leaves. Due to its habit of hiding inside the leaf, it 
is impervious to contact insecticides.

Ixora Caterpillar: These tiny brown caterpillars 
attack new shoots of Ixora and also the buds and 
flowers. The caterpillar bores through buds and as 
it eats, it secretes a waterproof web around the 
affected area. The webs are full of the caterpillar's 
droppings.

Digger Wasp: Tunnels on pruned stems of a rose 
plant are made by these tiny wasps. The tunneled 
stem dries and dies. This tunnel could harbor 
fungal or bacterial infection like die back or canker 
disease.

Gall causing Caterpillars: The swollen outgrowths 
on a stem of Bhendi or Tondli creeper are caused 
by a tiny caterpillar. The affected stems get 
deformed and then wither and die. 
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Insecticides:

Insecticides can be divided in 3 types depending upon their mode of action on the insects. 
Contact insecticides are capable of killing an insect, which merely comes in contact with a 
plant on which a contact insecticide has been sprayed. However, many insects, which bore 
through the parts of plants or cover their bodies with protective webs or waxes, cannot be 
killed by contact insecticides. To kill such insects, systemic insecticides are very useful. 
Systemic insecticides, when sprayed on plants, circulate through entire system of plant. 
Thus, any insect, in spite of its clever shelter, is killed when it sucks the sap of the plant or 
chews any part of the plant. Fumigant insecticides give off fumes, which are capable of 
killing insects.

Contact insecticides give a superficial layer of protective coating on surface of plants. 
In heavy rains, this coating is washed off; hence in monsoon they are not very 
effective. Certain part of a plant, which has not been treated, could harbor some 
insects without harm. But contact insecticides have certain advantages too. They are 
quicker to act. They are capable of killing an insect, which merely comes in contact 
with a plant treated.

Systemic insecticides once absorbed by the plant circulate through all parts of plant. Thus, 
even the insects eating the roots would get killed, when only upper parts of the plant are 
sprayed. As the plant absorbs these insecticides, they do not wash off even in heavy rains. 
Since leaf pores are located on underside, while spraying of systemic insecticides, care 
has to be taken to see that the spraying is done mainly on the underside of the leaves. In 
case there is no spray pump, systemic insecticides could be applied near the roots also. 
One drawback of systemic insecticides is that they will not kill the insect, unless the insect 
chews a part of a plant or sucks the sap of the plant.

Plant Diseases

Plant diseases are either non-infectious or infectious. Non-infectious diseases are caused 
by very low temperatures, mineral excesses and deficiencies. Infectious diseases are 
caused by parasitic organisms like fungi, bacteria or virus pathogen. Diseases caused by 
fungi are easier to control than the bacterial and viral diseases. Fungal Diseases: Rust, 
black spots, powdery mildew, seedling damping off, Coconut crown rot are some of the 
fungus diseases.
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Rust: Plants affected with rust, get rust colored 
patches on leaves and other parts. 

 

Black spots: In winter and in monsoon, dewdrops 
or raindrops remaining on foliage encourage this 
fungus disease. Small brownish-black spots 
appear on the leaves, which get enlarged with 
yellow margins. The affected leaves turn complete 
yellow with black spots and the fall down. 

Powdery Mildew: This disease too infests plants in 
monsoon or in winter. Affected parts get white 
powdery patches. The patches gradually turn 
yellowish. The affected leaves fall down. Spores of 
this fungus are airborne and thus spread easily. In 
downy mildew the fungus growth is hairy.

Seedling Damping Off: Over-watered seedlings rot 
near soil surface and collapse. This disease can be 
prevented but the seedlings affected cannot be 
saved.

Coconut Crown Rot: This fungus disease is caused 
mainly because of rhinoceros beetle, which chews 
and bores through a crown of a coconut palm. The 
fungal infection spreads through the wounds 
created by this beetle. Once the crown rots, it is 
impossible to save a coconut palm. By controlling 
rhinoceros beetles this disease can be prevented to 
quite some extent.

Bacterial Diseases: Canker disease is caused by 
bacterial infection. The affected parts form corky 
outgrowth. Stems tend to crack open. Rose plants 
and citrus plants are quite susceptible to this 
disease. In lemon plants leaves, stems and even 
the fruits get the smallpox-like corky outgrowth.
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Viral Diseases: Most viral diseases are 
incurable. Seasonal plants and short life plants 
like Banana and Papaya affected with viral 
diseases need to be destroyed. Aphids are 
vectors of many viral diseases. By controlling 
aphids, viral diseases can be prevented to some 
extent. Bunchy top of Banana, leaf curl of 
Tomato and brinjal, Chili and Papaya, yellow 
mosaic leaf of Bhendi are some of the virus 
diseases.

Weeds: Any plant growing in an unwanted place 
is a weed. Amongst the weeds, grasses are 
more difficult to kill. Leaves produce food for 
plants. Constant removal of leaves can starve a 
plant to death. So by regular removal of above-
ground parts can kill a weed. Covering weeds 
with black polythene sheet also can kill them. 
The plants thus covered do not get sunlight for 
photosynthesis. The extreme heat generated 
under the black polythene sheet 
 

Native Plants Have Better Pest Resistance can also kill many weeds. The polythene sheet 

also prevents new weeds from sprouting. Weedicides are of three types. General 
Weedicides will kill all weeds which come in contact with it. The broadleaf weedicides will 
kill all plants except grasses. Grass weedicides will kill only grasses but not the broadleaf 
plants. All weeds must be exterminated before they form seeds; else seeds dispersal will 
make eradication impossible.
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PESTICIDES CHART  

Scientific name of pesticide  Trade name of pesticide  Original strength  of the pesticide  Desired dilution for spraying  

Insecticides  

Endosulphan  § Thiodon  35 % 0.07 %  

Carbaryl  Ø Sevin  50 % 0.10 %  

Dimethoate  § Rogor or Dimethos  30 % 0.05 %  

Dicofol  § Kelthane  18.5 %  0.25%  

Dinocap  § Karathane  25 % 0.05 %  

Diclorvos  § Nuvan  76 % 0.10 %  

Monocrotophos  § Nuvacron  40 % 0.05 %  

Malathion  § Cythion or Sumithion  50 % 0.10 %  

    

Fungicides  

Carbendazim  Ø Bavistin  50 % 0.10 %  

Captafol  Ø Difolatan  80 % 0.30 

Sulfer  Ø Wetsulf or Sulfex  70 % 0.30 %  

Zineb  Ø Dithane Z -78 80 % 0.20 %  

Benlet  Ø Benomil  50 % 0.10 %  

    

Weedicides  

Glyphosate  § Glycel 41% SL  41 %  

Paraquat Dichloide  § Gramoxone  24 %  

 § Liquid, Ø Powder

To estimate the quantity of the pesticide for desired dilution for spraying, following 
formula is to be used:
 Quantity of the solution needed in liters x Desired dilution for spraying ÷Original 
strength of the pesticide = Quantity of the pesticide needed.

Example: If 50 liters solution of water & Rogor is to be sprayed on plants then what 
quantity of Rogor will be needed?

Rogor is 30 % dimethoate & its desired dilution should be 0.05 %
.:. 50 x 0.05 ÷30 = 0.083 liters = 83 milliliters
.:. In 50 liters of water, if 83 milliliters of Rogor is mixed, then it will be desired solution 
of 0.05 %.

Example: If 10 liters solution of water & Bavistin is to be sprayed on plants then what 
quantity of Bavistin will be needed?

Bavistin is 50 % Carbendazim & its desired dilution should be 0.10 %
.:. 10 x 0.10 ÷50 = 0.02 kilogram = 20 grams
.:. In 10 liters of water, if 20 grams of Baivistin is mixed, then it will be desired solution 
of 0.10 %.
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Preventive measures:

When a plant cannot function normally, it is diseased. The primary causes of disease in 
trees are pathogens and environmental factors. Trees have many disease pathogens: 
viruses, bacteria, fungi, nematodes, mycoplasma-like organisms, and parasitic higher 
plants. Fungal pathogens are the most prevalent. They cause seed rots, seedling damping-
off, root rots, foliage diseases, cankers, vascular wilts, diebacks, galls and tumors, trunk 
rots, and decays of aging trees. Unfavorable weather and environmental factors such as 
temperature and moisture extremes, high winds, or ice can damage trees directly and 
predispose the trees to pest attack.

Plant Pest-resistant Varieties – If there is a popular plant that is prone to specific pest 
problems, it's likely that a resistant variety has been bred for it. Choosing varieties that are 
generally more vigorous and robust can also help with pest resistance.

Right Plant in the Right Place – Each plant has a preference for soil type, moisture, 
sunlight, temperature, space and more. Planting the wrong plant in the wrong location or 
conditions will only stress it to the point that it becomes a target for insect pests and 
diseases.

Encourage Plant Diversity – When pests like Mountain Pine Beetle become prevalent, they 
can wipe out entire areas of trees. It's important to have several different kinds of trees, 
plants, and shrubs, not only to ensure that you'll have something left if one of those pests 
attacks, but to improve the overall look and health of your landscape.

Treat when Needed: Before applying treatments (such as insecticides), consider whether 
there are already “biological controls” in place. The most popular biological controls for 
homeowners are beneficial insects. These are garden-friendly insects, such as ladybugs, 
lacewings, praying mantis, and parasitic wasps, which can consume insect pests in huge 
numbers. If you're seeing large numbers of these, you may want to hold off on using 
pesticides to give the beneficial a chance to do their job.

If things get out of balance and more drastic measures are needed, give us a call. We'll 
inspect your property to diagnose the problem and recommend the most effective and 
least toxic treatment options.But keep in mind that close monitoring and treatment before 
problems emerge will be most effective.

Maintain Proper Garden Hygiene: like don't use excess of Nitrogenous fertilizers which 
attracts numerous Pests, Take care of proper water drainage, avoid water logging to the 
tree plantation area. Use well dried and properly prepared Manure every time when you 
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0-5 Years 5-10 Years
10 Years 

onwards

1 Ficus benghalensis Leaf spot & leaf blight Phyllosticta sp. Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

2 Ficus religiosa Leaf spot & Leaf blight Phyllosticta sp. Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

3 Ficus racemosa
Mealy Bugs, Scales & 

Centipedes

Mealy Kill, Rogor Or 

Dimenthos
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

4 Cordia dichotoma

5 Azadirachta indica Leaf blight Phomopsis azadirachtae Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Leaf spot Nephopteryx eugraphella Rogor & Nuvan Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf blight Pestalotiopsis versicolor Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

7 Swietenia mahagoni

Anthracnose, witches 

broom, leaf spot, root 

rot, canker, & stem 

canker and gall

Phyllocnitis sp.
Sulfex, Bavistine & 

Dithane
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

8 Terminalia arjuna Rust Sphaceloma terminaliae Sulfex & Dithane Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

9 Cassia Fistula
Defoliation or loss of 

leaves
Catopsilia crocale Nuvan or Nuvacron Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Powdery mildew,  Crape Myrtle Aphids malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

Cercospora leaf spot,
Erysiphe lagerstroemia, 

Cercospora sp., 

Thiophanate-methyl 

or Myclobutanil
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

11 Alstonia Scholaris Leaf galls  Pauropsylla tuberculata Nuvacron Weekly Fortnightly Monthly

12 Bauhinia acuminata

13 Putranjiva roxburghii

14 Dalbergia sissoo Shisham defoliator Plecoptera reflexa Malathion Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

15 Nyctanthes arbor-tristis Leaf spot Corynespora cassiicola Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

16 Pongamia pinnata Leaf spot, leaf blight
Fusicladium sp., 

Colletotrichum sp.,
Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

17 Saraca asoca

longhorn beetle, Batocere 

numitor, 
Malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Fusarium and Pythium spp Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Magnolia scales, Neolecanium cornuparvum Rogor & Malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

Bacterial leaf spots Pseudomonas syringae, Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

20 Millingtonia hortensis
Defoliation or loss of 

leaves
Semi Looper Rogor & Malathion Weekly Weekly Weekly

21 Elaeocarpus ganitrus

22 Melia azederach

23 Couroupita guianensis Millipedes Malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

24 Albizia lebbeck

Shoot stunting, leaf 

webbing, shoot 

stunting

Psylla oblonga, Rhestalla 

moestalis, Oxyrachis 

tarandus

Nuvacron Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Red Weevil, Mites, Black 

Beetle, Caterpillar, 

Termites

Carbofuran, 

Monocrotophos, 

Carbosulfan, 

Carbopyrifos,

Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Phyllocnitis sp.
Copper Sulphate, 

Muriate of Potash
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Mimusops elengi

10 Lagerstroemia indica

Schedule of Pesticide Application 

According to the plant age
Plant Species

Names of the Diseases 

affects
Pest / Fungus Affecting

Pesticide / Ideal for 

application

Sr. 

No.

 Leaf wilt, leaf rot, stem 

bleeding, leaf blight
Coccus nusifera25

18 Neolamarckia cadamba Leaf spot & leaf blight

19 Magnolia champaca

6

Pest resistant species Pest species Fungus species 
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26 Pistal Palm

27 Ficus Benjamina Leaf curling
Scales, Mealy Bugs, Thrips, 

Whiteflies,

Phenothrin 

Cyphenothrin 

Imiprothrin 

Transfluthrin 

Permethrin 

Bifenthrin

Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

28 Ravenala madagascariensis
Weevil borer, leaf 

beetle

Diocalandra frumenti, 

Brontispa longissima
Carbaryl Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

29 Cinnamon tamala
Leaf spot, leaf blight, 

rough bark

Colletotrichum 

gloeosporioides

Carbendazim, 

Bordeaux
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

30 Mangifera indica

Powdery mildew, 

blossom blight, mango 

malformation, 

alternaria leaf spot, 

bacterial canker, stem 

end rot.

 Oidium mangiferae, 

Colletotrichum 

gloeosporioides, Fusarium 

m., Alternaria alternata, 

Xanthomonas m., 

Lasiodiplodia theobromae, 

Phomospsis m., Dothiorella 

doninicana

Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

31 Bauhinia racemosa Leaf spot Phyllosticta sp. Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

32 Polyalthia longifolia Leaf spot, leaf blight
Fusicladium sp., 

Colletotrichum sp.,
Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Bark eating caterpillar, 

Shoot gall maker, 

Pomegranate butterfly , 

Mealy bug, Aphid, Leaf 

rollers, Stone borer, Fruit 

midge

Dichlorvos, 

Chlorpyriphos, 

Carbaryl, 

Dimethoate, 

Weekly Fortnightly Fortnightly

Ravenelia emblicae, 

Capnodium sp., Strigula 

elegans, Penicillium 

citrinum, Phomopsis 

phyllanthi, Phoma 

putaminum, Cladosporium

tenuissimum

Sulphur, Dithane, 

Carbendazim, 

Bavistine 

Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

34 Vachellia nilotica Wilt Fusarium oxisporium Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

35 Tamarindus indica

Fruit borer, mealy bug, 

scale insect, plant 

hopper, tree hopper, 

hairy catterpillar 

 Aphomia g., Nipaecoccus 

v., Aonidiella o., Otinotus 

o.

Mealy Kill, Rogor Or 

Malathion
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Pod fly, Budworm, Hairy 

catterpillars, Red Mites

malathion & 

Ammonium Sulphate
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Penicillium citrinum, 

Phomopsis phyllanthi, 

Phoma putaminum, 

Cladosporium tenuissimum

Sulphur, Dithane, 

Carbendazim, 

Bavistine 

Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

37 Pithecellobium dulce

Spider Mites Sulban Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf spots Corynespora cassiicola Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Bag worm, Web worm, 

Green Beetle

Malathion, Rogor or 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Stem rot, damping off, 
Fomes pappianus, 

Fusarium oxisporium
Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

fruit rots, stem rots, 

root rot, twig canker

38 Tabebuia pentaphylla

33 Phyllanthus emblica

Rust,wilt, sooty mould, 

lichens, blue mould, 

anthracnose, soft rot, 

black soft rot, phoma 

rot, fruit rot, fruit rot, 

fruit rot, internal 

necrosis

36 Moringa oleifera

Acacia nilotica39

Pest resistant species Pest species Fungus species 
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Spotting bugs, Mealy bugs, 

Queensland fruit fly, 

Scales.

Methidathion, 

Chloropyriphos, 
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf & fruit spot, fruit 

rot

Phytopthora sp., 

Pseudocercospora sp.
Dithane Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

52 Araucaria columnaris

Spindle bug, Mites, Root 

grub, caterpillar
Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Foot rot, bud rot, 

inflorescence die back

Ganoderma lucidum, 

Phytopthora arecae.
Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Wood borer insect, scales Rogor or Dimenthos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

fruit rot, root rot
Rhizocarpus artocarpi, 

Phytopthora sps.

Carbendazim, 

Bordeaux
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

55 Bauhinia variegata

56 Bombax ceiba

Scales, Kerria lacca
Dimethoate, 

Chloropyriphos
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Leaf spot, leaf roll
Xanthomonas buteae, 

Phomopsis buteae 
Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

58 Caesalpinia pulcherrima

59 Callistemon citrinus

Root rot, leaf spot, twig 

gall, powdery mildew, 

canker 

Colletotrichum g., Meliola 

sp., Oidium sp., Phomopsis 

sp.

Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

60 Caryota urens Leaf spot Phyllosticta sp. Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

61 Cascabela thevetia

62 Casuarina equisetifolia
Blister blight, Stem 

canker, bacterial wilt

Trichosporium 

vesiculosum, Phomopsis C., 

Pseudomonas 

solanacearum

Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

63 Ceiba pentandra
Stem die back & leaf 

spot

Fusarium Sp., Phytopthora 

i. 
Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Nematodes, Leafminer, 

Aphides, Swallowtail 

butterfly, Root Weevils

Malathion, Rogor or 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

Foot rot, dry rot, citrus 

canker, chlorosis, 

psorosis, leprosis

Phytopthora sp., Fusarium 

sp., Xanthomonas sp., 

Viruses

Dithane & Bavistine Weekly Fortnightly Fortnightly

65 Cordia gharaf

66 Cordia sebestena Orange geiger Diatractium cordianum Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

67 Dalbergia lanceolaria

68 Dalbergia paniculata

69 Delonix regia Root rot Phytopthora sp. Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

70 Drypetes roxburghii

71 Eucalyptus globulus Leaf spot & defoliation Mycosphaerella sps.
Carbendazim, 

Bordeaux
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Carpenter worm, Sap 

beetle, Mites, Scales, Tree 

Borer, 

Malathione, 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Arial blight, 

anthracnose, leaf spot, 

stem gall, sooty mold

Rhizoctonia solani, 

Colletotrichum g., 

Cercospora sp., Nectriella 

p., Capnodium sp.

Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

57 Butea monosperma

51 Annona squamosa

Areca catechu53

54 Artocarpus heterophyllus

Citrus aurantifolia64

72 Ficus carica
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Green weevil, Tip Moth, 

Bag worm, Tea Mosquito 

bugs, Ambrosia beetle, 

Coffee borer, Mole cricket, 

White grub, Termite, 

Malathion, Rogor or 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf spot, black 

mildew, powdery 

mildew.

Colletotrichum g., Meliola 

sp., Oidium sp., Phomopsis 

sp.

Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Boring Beetles, Rodents Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Heartwood rot, root rot
Fomes badius, Ganoderma 

lucidum

Carbendazim, 

Bordeaux
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Green weevil, Bag worm, 

Ambrosia beetle, Coffee 

borer, White grub, Termite. 

Malathion, Rogor or 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf spot, powdery 

mildew.

Colletotrichum g., 

Phomopsis sp.
Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Green weevil, Bag worm, 

Comma moth,  Tea 

Mosquito bugs, Coffee 

borer, Mole cricket, White 

grub, Termite, 

Malathion, Rogor or 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf spot, black 

mildew, powdery 

mildew.

Colletotrichum g., Meliola 

sp., Oidium sp., Phomopsis 

sp.

Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Lime Swallowtail butterfly, 

Peach fruitfly, 

Dimethoate, 

Malathion, 
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Leaf blight, soft rot

Alternaria sp., 

Syncephalastrum 

racemosum, 

Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf Borer
Endosulphan & 

Malathion
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf spot, 
Cercospora grandulata, 

Alternaria sp. 

Dithane & Bavistine 

or Miclobutanil
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Seed borer, Malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Wilt, leaf spot
Fusarium oxisporium,  

Collectotrichum dematium, 
Dithane or Sulphex Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

48 Albizia saman

48 Alstonia macrophylla

Stem & Root borer, Tea 

Mosquito bug, Thrips, 

Mealy bugs, Leaf Miner, 

Leaf Webber

Monocrotophos, 

Cloropyriphos, 

Diclorvas, 

Weekly Fortnightly Monthly

Damping off, 

gummosis, shoot rot, 

powdery mildew, sooty 

mould

Phytopthora sp., 

Ceratocystis sp., Oidum sp., 

Capnodium sp.

copper oxychloride, 

Bordeaux, 

Carbendazim

Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Spiral Nematode & Stunt 

Nemotode

Malathion, Rogor or 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Anthracnose, leaf spot, 

diplodia rot, black 

canker

Alternaria sp., 

Syncephalastrum 

racemosum, 

Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Acacia auriculiformis43

Acacia mangium44

Aegle marmelos45

49 Anacardium occidentale 

50 Annona reticulata

40 Acacia auriculiformis

Acacia catechu42

46 Ailanthus excelsa

Albizia procera47

Pest resistant species Pest species Fungus species 
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Thrips, Mealy bugs, Carbosulfan Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Southern blight, crown 

gall, leaf spots

Sclerotium f., 

Agrobacterium 

tumifeciens, Xanthomonas 

c.,

Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Aphides, Mealy bug Carbosulfan Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Defoliation, leaf spot, 

pink disease, root rot

Cercospora g., 

Colletotrichum g., 

Phomopsis sp., Rosellina

Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

75 Grevillea robusta
Stem canker, dieback 

disease
Diplodia sp., Phomopsis sp. Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

76 Holoptelea integrifolia

77 Khaya grandifoliola

78 Khaya senegalensis Weaver ants
Methidathion, 

Chloropyriphos, 
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

79 Leucaena leucocephala 

79 Madhuca longifolia

80 Manilkara hexandra 

Beetle larvae Rogor or Dimenthos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Fruit rot Rhizoctonia solani Dithane or Sulphex Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

82 Markhamia lutea 

83 Melaleuca bracteata Shoot blight Pestalotiopsis sp. Dithane Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

84 Morus alba 
Shoot blight, canker, 

root rot

Pseudomonas syringae, 

Nectria sp., Armillaria 

mellea, 

Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Mites, Mealy bugs, Thrips Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Root rot, stem rot
Phytopthora sp., Pythium 

sp.

Carbendazim, 

Bordeaux
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

86 Parkia biglandulosa Leaf spot & leaf blight
Cercospora sp., Phyllachora 

leonensis
Microbutanil Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

87 Peltophorum pterocarpum 

White scale, Red scale, 

Beete, Moths, Weevil

Carbofuran, 

Monocrotophos, 

Carbosulfan, 

Carbopyrifos,

Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Bayoud disease, leaf 

spot, root rot

Fusarium oxisporium,  

Collectotrichum dematium, 

Omphalia

Methyl bromide Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

89 Phyllanthus acidus Oriental fruitfly Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Bag worms Malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Twig blight, Kabatina thujae Sulfex Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Spider mites, Mealy bugs, 

Scales, Thrips, Leafminer, 

Stem borer

Malathione, 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

Frangipani rust, 

powdery mildew

Coleosporium plumerae, 

Phomopsis sp.
Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

92 Plumeria rubra Frangipani rust Coleosporium plumerae Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

93 Populus nigra Gall formation Agrobacterium tumeficiens Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Platycladus orientalis 90

Plumeria alba 91

73 Ficus elastica

Muntingia calabura 

88 Phoenix sylvestris 

85

74 Gliricidia sepium

81 Manilkara zapota 

Pest resistant species Pest species Fungus species 
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Fruit fly, Weevil, Scales, 

Thripes, Nematodes

Rogor & 

Chloropyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnighly

Leaf spot, anthracnose
Cephaleuros virescens, 

Colletotrichum
Dithane & Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

95 Pterospermum acerifolium 

Aphides, Mealy bug, 

Leafroller, Common guava 

blue butterfly, Mites

Dichlorvos, 

Chlorpyriphos, 

Carbaryl, 

Dimethoate, 

Weekly Weekly Fortnightly

Fruit spot, heart rot, 
Cercospora p., Alternaria 

sp.
Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

White fly, Weevil, Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Sugarcane gumming 

disease
Xanthomonas a. Sulphex Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Grasshoppers, Bagworm, 

Coccid

Malathion, Rogor or 

Chloropyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Root rot, wilt, damping 

off

Phytopthora sp., Fusarium 

o., Rhizopus sp.
Bordeaux Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Scales, Mites, Mealy bugs Malathion Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf spot, leaf blight
Alternaria sp., 

Pseudomonas c., 
Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

100 Senna siamea 

101 Spathodea campanulata 

102 Sterculia foetida Larval attack Sylepta balteata Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

103 Syzygium cumini Leaf spot & leaf blight Cylindrocladium sp., Bavistine Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Aphids Dichlorvos Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Leaf spot, sooty mould, 

root rot

Cercospora sp., Phyllosticta 

sp., 
Dithane Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

105 Tabebuia argentea 
Red Mites, Sap sucking 

insects
Malathion Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Defoliation
Cow bug, Teak defoliator, 

Teak skeletonizer

Malathion & 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Leaf blight, leaf rust, 

powdery mildew

Rhizoctonia solani, Olivea 

tectonae,Phyllactinia sp.
Dithane, Sulfex Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

107 Terminalia crenulata 

108 Terminalia catappa Defoliators, root borer Beetles, Thripes, Termites Chloropyriphos Fortnightly Fortnightly Monthly

Aphids Carbosulfan Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Powdery mildew, leaf 

spot, rust

Cryptococcus n., Alternaria 

sp.
Bavistine Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

110 Thespesia populnea 

111 Wodyetia bifurcata 
Mealy bugs, Moth larvae, 

White fly, Beetles

Malathione, 

Carbopyriphos
Fortnightly Fortnightly Fortnightly

Fruit fly, Scales, Mites, 
Dimethoate, 

Malathion, 
Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Rust, anthracnose, 

white rot, fruit rots, 

dieback, powdery 

mildew

Oidium sp., Cercospora sp., 

Cladosporium sp., 

Phakospora sp.

Dithane & Bavistin Fortnightly Monthly Monthly

Terminalia mantaly 109

Ziziphus jujuba 112

99 Schefflera actinophylla 

104 Syzygium jambos 

Tectona grandis106

96 Punica granatum 

97 Roystonea regia 

Santalum album 98

Psidium guajava 94

Pest resistant species Pest species Fungus species 
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LIST OF TENTATIVE OPEN SPACES AND ROADS SUGGESTED FOR PLANTATION IN PCMC 

The list above includes names of open spaces and roads identified through GIS analysis. The open 

spaces are tentatively suggested for future plantation but need to be verified for status of their 

ownership.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

** A detailed DPR (costing) has been provided for these locations as these areas have been verified 

for suitability 

 

Table for Costing of Roadside Plantation 

 

Shrubs 

Name of road Length available for 
plantation 

Quantity Cost for 
plantation (in 

INR) 

Telco road 3193 3193 31,92,832 

Dehu Alandi road 1774 591 5,91,401 

Gavali Mata to Spine city chowk 1553 518 5,17,831 

Total 6521 4302 43,02,063 

 

 

Trees 

Name of road Length available for 
plantation 

Quantity Cost for 
plantation (in 

INR) 

Telco road 3193 3193 79,82,079 

Dehu Alandi road 1774 591 14,78,503 

Gavali Mata to Spine city chowk 1553 518 3,10,698 

Total 6521 4302 97,71,280 

Zone Open space/road location 

Zone A Near Nighdi Chikhli road 

Zone A Near Ravet road 

Zone B Near Chinchwad Akurdi road 

Zone B  Near Kalewadi road 

Zone C Near Old sanghvi Bapodi rd 

Zone C Near New Telco road 

Zone D Near Shirode road 

Zone D Near Pawna nagar 

Zone E Near Alankapuram road 

Zone E Gavali Mata to Spine city chowk road** 

Zone F Near Benhind rakesh londri 

Zone F Dehu-Alandi road** 

Zone F Telco road** 
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Herbs 

Name of road Length available for 
plantation 

Quantity Cost for 
plantation (in 

INR) 

Telco road 3193 6386 25,54,265 

Dehu Alandi road 1774 3548 14,19,362 

Gavali Mata to Spine city chowk 1553 3107 12,42,794 

total 6521 13041 52,16,421 

 

Telco road, Dehu-Alandi road, Gavali Mata to Spine city chowk have been identified as possible 

locations suitable for plantations. The cost for the plantation has been evaluated based on the market 

rate. The total cost for plantation of trees, herbs, shrubs is to 1,92,89,764 INR for the identified 

locations. The distance between each shrub, trees and herbs to be considered in plantation has been 

taken from representative schemes for streetscape (refer to landscape guidelines). 
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